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ABSTRACT 
A subset 6 of the dual of a compact abelian Hausdorff topological 
group G is called Sidon if£ every (complex-valued) continuous function on 
G whose Fourier coefficients vanish off 6 has absolutely convergent 
Fourier series. In the first part of this thesis a wei~1ted anal ogue is 
studied: if W is a complex-valued function on D, 6 is called a 
W-Sidon set iff for every continuous function f whose Fourier coefficients 
A 
vanish off 6 , Wf is (absolutely) summable. 
In Chapter 2, W-Sidon sets are characterised in many different ways 
and some variants of these characterisations are shown to lead back to 
Sidon sets. Also W-Sidon sets 6 for which WE Z2(t) , are shown to 
behave similarly to finite sets in the Sidon theory . 
In Chapter 3 W-Sidon sets ~ with W f Z2 (6) and which are not Sidon 
are constructed for the circle group. These sets provide new counterexamples 
to a multiplier problem and also show that W-Sidon sets need not be A(p) 
for any p::: 1 . 
In Chapter 4 the algebra of all W' s making a set W-Sidon is 
investigated and necessary and sufficient conditions for the set to be Sidon, 
cast in terms of it. Also W-Sidon sets are characterised using p-Sidon 
sets (another recent generalisation of Sidon sets). 
In Chapter 5, further analytic properties of W-Sidon sets (including 
some ~1ich come from multip lier theory) are pursued and a necessary condition 
on the growth of w2 obtained. 
The second p~rt of this thesis, Chapter 6, strengthens existing results 
on random Fourier series. For the circle group T we prove the existence 
of a (complex-valued) contjnuous function f on T and a sequence w of 
A plus or minus ones on Z (the dual of T) for which wf is not the 
Fourier transform of a function in any Lebesgue space Lp(T) for p > 2 , 
(iv) 
but which nevertheless satisfies 
(*) 
A related result is also proved: there is a function f, integrable 
A 
over T, and a sequence w as above for which wf is not the Fourier 
transform of a measure , although f again satisfies (*). 
An appendix and list of references relate the results in this thesis 
to the literature. 
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l i) 
"And darkness \vinds between the characters". 
[Gormenghast , Mervyn Peake, Penguin, 1970, p. 7]. 
"Everything existing 1n the Universe is the fruit of chance and necessity". 
[Democritus]. 
CHAPTER 0 
TUNING UP 
0.0. 
This chapter settles upon a choice of notation for the sequel and 
recalls several definitions. 
0. 1 . 
If A and B are sets we write /1 for the set of all functions from 
A to B . 
' 
if f E -/1 and CC A (c is reserved for strict inclusion) we 
write fie for the restriction of ..c.• J to C , 
~A 1s the characteristic 
function of A . 
' 
F(A) denotes the set of all finite subsets of A . 
' 
P(A) 
denotes the power set of A . 
' 
v(A) is the cardinality of A . 
' 
and we 
write O for the empty set. 
0.2. 
The sets of complex numbers, real numbers, extended real numbers, 
integers and natural numbers (starting at O) will be written C, R, R, Z 
and N respectively, and we write T for R/2nZ . If c EC, c denotes 
the constant function with value c , whose domain will be clear from the 
context. 
If A and B are objects in a concrete category, AS B will mean 
that A is a subobject of B and A~ B will mean there is an isomorphism 
between A and B . So for example in the category of topological groups 
with continuous homomorphisms, T ·:::'. {~ E C : I ~I = l} (with product and 
topology restricted from C). 
0.3. 
1 
We write "for some constant K" to mean "for some KER with K ~ 0" 
and when we wish to emphasize that the parameters a and S are involved 
1n its definition, we write "K - K(a, B) " 
0.4. 
Throughout the thesis G denotes a compact Abelian Hausdorff 
topological group and X its (discrete) dual group - both are written 
multiplicatively with identities e and 1 respectively. 
From normalised Haar measure on G we derive the Lebesgue spaces 
LP (G) with their norms II · lip , l ::: p s 00 , and write C (G) for the space 
of (comp l ex-valued) functions continuous on G, endowed with the supremum 
norm . 
However for 6 c X and counting measure on 6 we denote these spaces 
00 for the subspace of Z (6) of functions tending to 
2 
zero at infinity . If ¢ E C6 and A c C6 we write cpA for lJ; E A } . 
0 .5. 
No t e that 6::: X means 6 1s a subgroup of X . 
Implicit 1n the definition of the spaces zP(6) are inequalities like 
is of arbitrary cardinality and 6 a E C . 
Since it 1s crucial for what follows we recall the standard definition: 
LxEli la(x) I ~ sup{~E'I> la(x) I : ii> E F(ll) } - this may be infinite . 
0 .6 . 
We denote the Fourier transform of f E L 1 (G) /',. by f , so that 
If E 1s a Banach space, write E' for its dual. Let 
A ( G) = {f E C ( G) : f E Z l ( X) } /',. with norm llflJA = Jlfll 1 and set P.1(G) , 
the space of pseudomeasures 011 G , equal to A(G) ' . Since A(G) c C(G) 
by defining the space of measures on G , M(G) , to be C(G) ' we have 
M(G) c PM(G) . For Tr E PM(G ) \vrite llnll for its norm a.:., a measure, 
llnllpAf for its norm as a pseudorneasure, 1T for its Fourier transform and 
for {x X A ¥ O} write sp TI 
' 
the spectrum of 'IT , E 
' 
n Cx) . If E c PM(G) 
and 6. C X we let E = { 1T E E . Sp 1T C 6.} and call its elements 6. . 
6.-spectral pseudorneasures. We also A write E for { n . 1T EE} 
If TIE PM(G) the hieroglyph IxEx TI(X)X (which carries no more 
information than TI) is called the Fourier series of TI, and if 
w E {±l}x, IxEX W(X)TI(X)X is called a random Fourier series. (See 
A.6 in the Appendix.) 
If f ECG, f is given by f(x) = f(x- 1) , V x E G This 
definition may be extended to TI E PM(G) by TI (f) = Tr (J) , V f E A (G) 
Define T(G) , the space of trigonometric polynomials on G, to be 
the C-vector space generated by X under pointwise operations - by the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem it is dense in C(G) . 
0.7. 
When E , F c PM(G) and 6. c X we shall write (E6 , Fl') for the set 
of all ¢ E C6 such that TIE E6 implies ¢nl6. E F~l6. . Writing (E, F) 
for (EX, FX) we return to the standard nomenclature (see [15], Chapter 
16) . 
0.8. 
A subset 6. of X 1s called a Sidon set iff it satisfies one of the 
following equivalent properties: 
(i) there is a constant K - K(6.) such that Vt E T6 (G) , 
co (iii) l (6.) = M(G)"'l6., and 
(iv) c 0 (6.) = L
1 (G)"'l6. . 
3 
4 
6 lS called a A(p) set - written 6 E A(p) 
- iff 3 r , 0 < r < p 
such that L~ (G) = L~ (G) . 
Every Sidon set is a A(p) set if 0 < p < 00 • For more details on 
Sidon and A(p) sets, see A.land A.2. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1 . 0. 
If 6. c X and WE C6 we say is a W-Sidon set iff 
Evidently this holds 
iff for some constant K = K(6., W), Vt E T6 (G) , 0E6. IW(X)t(X)[ S Kjjt1i 00 
The least such K equals the supremum above and, until Chapter 4, will be 
called the W-Sidon constant of 6.. 
The letter W 1s used to suggest a weight function and W-Sidon sets 
should not be confused with p-Sidon sets ([19]) or V-Sidon sets ([52]). 
l . l . 
co 
If 6. c X 1s Sidon and WE l (6.) then clearly 6. 1s W-Sidon. For 
the existence of W-Sidon sets with increasingly less trivial W see 1.5 
then 3.3. For the background of W-Sidon sets, see A.l. 
1 . 2. 
00 
If 6 1s W-Sidon then WE l (6.) For taking x E 6. as t 1n the 
definition' I W(x) ! s Kllxlloo = K So in fact i1Wi1
00 
is less than or equal 
to the W-Sidon constant of 6.. 
1 . 3. 
( i ) If lS W-Sidon and then hence 
1s Wl60-Sidon and its constant 1s no larger than that of 6.. In future 
we shall not be so precise about the domain of W - for example we shall 
write 60 is W-Sidon and it need only be checked that 6.0 c domain W. 
(ii) lf 6. is W-Sidon and f/0 E c6 with IWo(X) I < A jW(x) I , 
s 
V x E 6 (for some constant A) then 6 1s w0-Sidon too. So for example 
CX) 
if 6 1s W-Sidon and cp E l (6) then 6 1s W<p-Sidon . 
1 . 4. 
6 1s W-Sidon with constant K iff its finite subsets are W-Sidon 
with their constants' supremum equa l to K. For, every finite subset of 6 
is W-Sidon with constant less than or equal to K by 1.3 (i). Conversely 
1 . 5. 
then t ET t(G) 
sp so by hypothesis applied to sp t , 
If 6 c X and WE Z2 (6) then 6 1s W-Sidon with constant less than 
A 
or equal to JIWii 2 . For if t E T(G) , JltJ1 2 = JltiJ 2 s 1it)l00 hence the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality ensures 
* * 0:EL'l lw(x)l(x) I < [0:EL'l lwcx) 12r[0:EL'l 1tcx) 12r 
< )I Wli )) t /1
00 
In the W-Sidon theory to follow, sets 6 for which WE Z2 (6) behave very 
like finite sets in the Sidon theory. We refer to them as "trivial" 
W-Sidon sets. Theorem 4.8 exhibits some infinite sets 6 which are W-Sidon 
only for W E Z. 2 (6) . 
l . 6. 
In 1.0 we have not referred directly to the group X. The following 
result excuses this. 
Let x1 and x2 be discrete abelian groups with !:::. c x1 
s x
2 
. If 
r,; E c6 
' 
6 lS W-Sidon as a subset of XI iff it 15 as a subset of x2 
For if G. 15 the dual of X. then sett·ng A = {x E G2 xjx1 = l} i. i. 
by [ 44] , 2 . 1 , A 15 closed and G2/A 
, ....., r, Furthermore = l.Tl . 
. 
, 
6 
since 6 c x1 where the isomorphism is isometric because elements of 
T6 (c 2/A) are exactly those of T6 (c2) which are constant on cosets of A 
(details may be found in 4. 7). So the result follows by definition. 
1 . 7 . 
7 
How are W-Sidon sets affected by group operations on X? To answer 
this we extend 1.6 as follows. If ¢ is a function from one discrete 
abelian group x1 to another, x2 , it induces a map ¢* : T(c1) ~ T(c2) by 
LxEX1 t(x)x t-+ LxEx1 t(x)¢Cx)7. 
When 6 C Xl and W E c6 satisfy: 
X1, X2 E 6 and ¢ (x1) = ¢ (x2) imply w(x1) = w(x2) (1.7.1) 
then ¢ also determines W E C¢( 6) ¢ by 
w¢(¢(x)) = W(x) , V XE 6. 
and x E 6, 
Consequently when ¢* happens to be II · 11
00 
-isometric, sc'f\c..e er ,s ~~'Let:~ , 
iff 
A 
~E¢(6) lwcp(~)u(~) I S K i!u 11 00 , V u E T¢(D) (c2) . 
The latter holds iff ¢(6) lS W¢-Sidon in ¢(x1) which, by 1.6, holds iff 
¢(6) lS Wcp-Sidon in x2 . Thus: 
When {l.7.1) holds and ¢* 1s 11 · 11 -isometric, 6 1s W-Sidon if£ 
00 
¢(6) lS 
1 . 8. 
As an example of 1.7 take the translation map T 
Xo 
Xo EX) given by T Cx) = x0x . Xo If t E T(G) , 
= LxEx tCx)x 
X -+ X (for 
00 
whence T~ is isometric. Clearly (1.7.1) holds V WE C~, so if 6 c x , 
Xo 
XO EX and WE C6 provided we define W E cX06 by W (Xx) - W(x) 0 0 0 - ' 
V x E 6, 1.7 guarantees: 6 is W-Sidon iff x
0
6 is w
0
-Sidon . 
1 . 9. 
Similarly we may apply 1.7 to the inverse mapping p : X-+ X defined 
-1 
c6 -1 by P Cx) For 6CX and W E provided we define w c6 by = X E p 
w (x- 1) W(X) 6 W-Sidon iff -1 = lS 6 lS W -Sidon. p p 
1 . l O. 
Note that for WE C6uxo 6 , 1.8 does not claim 6 lS W-Sidon iff 
x06 1s W-Sidon (and similarly for 1.9). A counterexample will be given 1n 
4.11. 
1 . 11 . 
We shall need the following tools. The first is a well behaved 
approximate identity and the others provide nets of summation factors . 
(i) There is a net {ta} c T(G) such that 1Jtal/l = 1 and 
A 
ta-+ l pointwise on X 
For a construction of the t see [31], (28. 53). We have suppressed 
a 
the directed set since it plays no part in our arguments, however its 
cardinality equals that of a neighbourhood basis at e . 
(ii) If <I> E F (X) and E > 0 there is t E T(G) such that 
8 
tl<P=l, A llt/1 1 S 1 + E: and Ost S 1 . This is proved 1n [44], 2.6.8 
using another result we shall need once. It 1s a special case of [44], 
2. 6. 1. 
(iii) If <P , ~ E F(X) and ~ t D there is t E T(G) such that 
9 
CHAPTER 2 
CHARACTERISATIONS OF W-SIDON SETS 
2.0. 
In this chapter W-Sidon sets are characterised analogously to Sidon 
sets. Then follows a discussion and several refinements. 
Some preliminaries help unclutter the proof and are of independent 
interest later. 
2. 1 . 
10 
Suppose E S PM(G) is a Banach space whose norm !i o!IE 1.S stronger than 
II · IIPM . For 6 c X define 0 E-+ E"/6 by 0 ( TI) = n/6 Since 0 JS a 
vector space morphism , ker 0 1.S a subspace of E . This subspace 1.5 
closed s1.nce if 1T E E and { 1T . n E N} C ker 0 with ll1T- 'fT II -+ 0 then n n E 
lln-n 11 -+ o hence nl6 = o n co Thus E/ker o is a Banach space under the 
quotient norm. Equivalently, E"/6 1.s a Banach space with norm 
II ¢ II O = inf { II 1T II E : 1T E E and n I 6 = cp } • 
Evidently 'r/ 1T E E , /lnii 00 S //nl6il 0 S llnllE . If E is a Banach,,(algebra of PM(G) 
(not necessarily with identity) then so too is E"j6 . 
"hen considering E' rather than E we write 6 ' in place of 6 . 
2.2. 
Our dependence on 6-spectral pseudomeasures makes the following result 
useful. Refer to [35], Chapter 1, (2.10) for the definition of a homogeneous 
Banach space on G (replacing T there by G) - it exemplifies many 
important subspaces of L1 (G) . 
THEOREM. Let E be a homogeneous Banach space on G . Then for 
* 6 c X ,jthere ~u a canonical isomorphism from (E6); to (E')"l6 (the 
latter being normed by 11 · 11 0 ,) whose norm is less than or equal to 1 . 
11 
Proof. Since ll.fll 00 s /lf/1 1 S 1/f/lE , V f E E , E 6 is a closed sub-
space of E . So the canonical map J 
of norm less than or equal to 1 , where (E6) 0 , the annihilator of E6 , 
is {'-1' E E ' : 'll(f) = 0, V f E E6} . (Se e [36], p. 93.) 
By 2.1 it remains to show (E 6) 0 = ker cS ' . If '-1' E E' with 
'-l'(f) = 0 
' 
V f E E6 then I!' c x) = 0 ' \/ X E 6 hence Qjt:, = 0 ' i.e. 
I!' E ker c5 ' . Conversely if l!'Cx) = 0 
' 
\/ X E 6 then '-1' (t) = 0 
' 
V t E span (6) But span (6) is dense in Et:, (see the method of [ 35] , 
Chapter 1, 2 .12) hence I!' (f) = 0 V f E E6 whence '-1' E (Et:, ) 0 ' 
Consequently (E 6) ' is isomorphic to (E')'''l6 under J followed by 
the Fourier transform (ac tually, lifted to E 'Iker c5 ' ) . Although norm 
"decreasing" this map need not be isometric. // 
2.3. 
COROLLARY. Let 6 c X. Then 
(i ) if 1 Sp < 00 , there 'lS a canonical isomorphism from 
Lp(G)' ' to LP (Cf' I 6 whose norm is dominated by 1 , 6 
(ii) there . canonical isomorphism from C6 (G) ' to M(G)"jl\ 'lS a 
whose norm is dominated by 1, and 
(iii) if 1 s p < 00 , there is a canonical isomorphism from 
to p ' Lt:, (G) . 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from 2.2. 
' If 1 < p < 00 , L1 (G) , being a closed subspace of the reflexive 
space LP' (G) , is al so reflexive. So by (i) the dual of LP(c)"jt:, is 
' canonically isomorphic to L~ (G)" , i.e. to 
, 
Lf (G) 
For p = l we are forced to resort to the method of 2.2 (which also 
gives a more protracted proof when 1 < p < 00 ) . Any ~ E (L 1 (G) Al6)' 
12 
lifts to a continuous linear map f : L1(G) + C 
of ker 87 and which may be identified with an 
which is constant on cosets 
00 
e l ement of L (G) , giving 
JG rX = JG f •O = 0 so 
A /If II s 11~11 . Consequently if X E X\6 , f (X) = 00 
This yields a map from and the 
method of 2.2 completes the proof. II 
REMARKS. (i) Obviously A6 (G)' is isometrically isomorphic to 
(ii) In 2.3 (i) and (iii) it suffices to take 6 = X to see the 
falsity for p = 00 • However L1(G) can sti ll be embedded canonically in 
2.4. 
THEOREM. Let 6 c X and WE c6 . With the understanding that the 
constants in (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are the least possible , the following 
are equivalent : 
(i) 6 ~s W- Sidon with constant K, 
(ii) V f E L~ (G) , ;E6 I W(x)f Cx) I S Klifllco , 
(iii) V f E C 6 (G), ;E6 j W(x).f Cx) j S Kilflloo , 
(iv) 00 V ¢ E Z (6) , 3 JJ E M (G) w-i th µ j 6 = Wcj) and IIJJII S.Kllct>II , 00 
(vi) WL~(G)Al6 c Z. 1 (6) (see 0.4 for product notation) , 
L 
13 
(viii) Wl 00 (6) c M(G)Al6 ~ and 
( ix J vie O ( 6) c L 
1 ( G) A I 6 . 
Proof. We show (i) to (v) are equivalent and then introduce a lemma to 
deal with th e others. 
(i) ~ (ii). If € > 0, 1.11 (ii) guarantees that for all ¢ E F(6) 
A 9? 
there exists k¢ E T(G) such that k¢ I¢' = l and JJk¢Jl 1 s 1 + E: If 
00 
f E L6 (G) and ¢ E F(6) then f * k¢ E T6 (G) so by (i), 
s LxE6 lwCx) (f * k¢)ACx) I 
S KJJf * k¢)J 00 
S K(l+c) JJfJJ 
00 
Allowing € to tend to zero, (ii) follows. 
(ii) ~ (iii) 
(iii) ~ (iv). By hypothesis the map f ~ Wf I 6 from C 
6 
(G) to 
00 
1s bounded and linear. Let K: l (6) ~ M(G)r-16 denote the canonical 
isomorphism of 2.3 (ii) composed with the adjoint of this map - evidently 
IJKII s I( For X E 6 , xcp ( x) = ~ E X <P ( ~) ( r,; ( x) x) ( ~) = W ( x) <P ( x) , so g 1 v en 
00 -] 
cp E Z (6) , 3 µ E M(G) - namely µ E c5 . (K¢J with 016 = wcp and 
(iv) ~ (v) . Suppose cp E c
0
( 6) and c > 0 . If cp = 0 , (v) 1s 
obvious; othenvise we may assume lie/> 11
00 
= 1 . 
Define {A : n E N} c 
n 
( 0, 1] 
Then 4iEN A = 1 + E: • ow for n E N l t n 
6 = {x E 6 A < l<PCx) I n n+l 
and A 
< A l 
- nI 
n 
-n 
= 2 E if n > 1 . 
so that is finite. Setting cpn = ¢~6 we have, by (iv), 
n 
V n E N , 
14 
] JJ E M(G) such that µ I 6 = Wcp and l!JJ JI S Kil¢ II S KA 
n n n n n 00 n By 1.11 (ii), 
for each n we may select k E T(G) 
n 
with k 16 = 1 and 
tow k * µ E T(G) and 
n n 
n n 
Hence defining f =>EN k * J.1 yields 
'-rt n n 
Furthermore if XE 6 , 
m 
A 
since 
= wcx) ¢ Cx) . 
0 16\6 = 0 
m m 
And if cp (X) = 0 then f(X) = 0 too. Hence J'l 6 = Mp . Letting E: tend 
to zero, (v) follows. 
(v) => (i). By hypothesis the map cp r-+ Wcp from c
0 
(6) to L 1 (G) A I 6 
is bounded and linear. Let K L~(G) ~ l 1 (6) denote the composition of 
its adjoint with the canonical isomorphism of 2.3 (iii). Then K is 
bounded and linear with JJKJJ S K 00 If XE 6 and f E L6(C) , 
(Kf)(x) ~ f G fW(x)X ~ W(x)f(x) hence Kf ~ wfl6, 
so (i) holds. 
(ii)=> (vi), (iii)=> (vii), (iv)=> (viii) and (v) => (ix) are obvlous. 
Since the converses fall into simiJar pairs we show only two. 
(vii) => (iii). In the following lenrn1a take A to be l 1 (6) ~ ith a 
the canonical injection, B to be C6 (G) with Sf= Wfl6 and C to b 
c6 with the product topology. ow (vii) ensures S(B) c a(A) c C so by 
2.5, there is a constant K such that V f E C6 (G) , 3 ¢ E l
1(6) with 
Wf I 6 = ¢ and 11 ¢ J 11 ::: K 11f11 00 • That is , 
and (iii) follows. 
(ix) ~ (v). In the following lemma take A to be L 1 (G) with 
Cf. (f) = ti 6 , B to be co (6) with 6(¢) = W¢ and C to be c6 with the 
15 
product topology. Now (ix) assures us that the hypotheses of 2.5 hold hence 
there is a constant K such that V ¢ E c0 (6) ' 3 f E L
1 (G) with 
A 
f I 6 = W¢ and llfll 1 S Ki1¢1! 00 // 
2. 5. 
Professor R.E. Edwards has kindly abstracted the following lemma from 
this context. In the sequel it will frequently save us from artifically 
introducing an operator simply to apply a boundedness principle (the fact 
that W may be zero prohibits us using the closed graph theorem). 
LEMMA. If A and B are Banach spaces., C a Hausdorff topological 
vector space., a: A 7 C and f3 : B 7 C continuous linear maps and if 
S(B) c a(A) then -there is a constant K such that tJ b EB., 3 a EA 
with a(a) = S(b) and llall < Kllbli 
Proof. Let A= A/ker a and endow it with the quotient topology in 
which Jla:11 = inf{ !lei! : c E a} for each a E A . Since C is Hausdorff 
{O} 1s closed in C and since a is continuous - -1 0 = a ({O}) is closed 
1n A . Thus A 1s again a Banach space and a induce s a continuous 
injection a A 7 C defined by a(a) = a(a) for all a EA . 
Define y : B 7 A by --1 y(b) = a O S(b) , V b E B By hypothesis 
1s well defined - we show it is bounded. Then if b EB, 3 a EA such 
that a(a) = B(b) and 
y 
inf{llcll : C E a} = llall = ll y(b) II s Kilb II . 
Consequently 3 ao E a such that llaoll < (K+l) llbll - otherwise V c E a 
llcll > (K+l) llbll SO iiall :::: (K+l) llbll Since a0 Ea, a(a0) = S(b) and 
the result follows. 
We show y 1s linear and has a closed graph. If x, y EC and 
a, b E a(A) then 
hence 
&- 1 (xa+yb) = &- 1 (x& O &- 1 (a)+ya O &- 1 (b)) 
= &- 1 0 &(x&- 1 (a)+ya- 1 (b)) 
--1 --1 
= xa (a) + ya (b) 
--1 
a : a(A) -+ A 1s linear so y too 1s linear. 
If limn bn = 0 in B and limn y(bn) = a 1n A then to show 
16 
a= 0 it suffices (by linearity and injectivity of a) to show a(a) = 0 . 
Since S is continuous and linear, lim S(b) = S(lim b) = S(O) = o 
n n n n 
-1n C , and since a 1s continuous and linear, 
a ( 1 im y (b ) ) 
n n 
-[ - -1 
= a limn a 0 
. 
Thus O = lim S(b) = a(a) because C 15 Hausdorff and y lS continuous 
n n 
by the closed graph theorem. // 
2. 6. 
THEOREM. Let A and B be Banach spaces~ let 6 be a set and 
6 
suppose C has the product topology . Let a: A+ C6 and S : B + C6 
be continuous and linear with 
(i) 3 A such that \:/ a EA ~ \:/ x E 6 ~ ja(a) CX) I < AllallA and 
(ii) 3{b : XE 6} c B with 
X -
f3 (b ) ( ~) = 
X 
1 if ~ = X 
0 other11.;.Yise 
17 
Suppose finally that ~ E C6 with ~B(B) c a(A) . 00 Then ~ E Z (6) • 
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.5 there is a constant K such that Vb EB, 
3 a EA with a(a) = ~B(b) and JJaJIA s KJJbiJ 8 . If we write a for an X 
element of A corresponding to b by this process , we have 
X 
,~ex) l = ,~cx)B(bx) Cx) I = la(ax) Cx) I < AllaxllA 
< KA JlbXJJ 8 
Consequently 1i1µJJ
00 
< 00 as required. // 
2. 7. 
The next result will be helpful 1n showing a set 1s W-Sidon. We have 
no use for further variants. 
COROLLARY. If 6 c X and fl E c6 the fol lowing are equivalent : 
( i) 6 'lS W- Sidon ., 
(ii) A E Rx LxEt I wcx)fCx) I f E C6 (C) with f irrrplies < 00 ., 
00 6 01t (iii) 'tj cp E l (6) n R ., 3 µ E M(G) with = wcp . 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) ~ (iii) follows as in 2.4 (iii) => (iv) 
(iii) => (i). If ¢ E 00 l (6) we may write ¢ = ¢1 + i¢2 where by 
(iii)' 3 µ. E M(C) 
J 
with µ.!6 = Wcp . for j E {l, 2} 
J J 
Thus taking 
µ = µ + iµ gives µ E M(C) and 01t = wcp so (i) follows by 2.4 (viii). 1 2 
2.8. 
One important respect in which 2 .4 differs from the analogous result 
(0.8) for Sidon sets is that we only claim inclusions like 2.4 (vi #)rather 
00 
than Wl (6) = M(C)"'jt . The reasons for this are embodied in: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose 6cx 6 and W E C • Then 6 is Sidon whenever 
one of the following holds: 
00 (i) }n (6) = M(C)"' I 6 ., 
(ii) Wc 0(6) = L
1(G)"'j6., 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. (i) If e is the identity of G and we define cS : C(G) -+ C 
by cS(f) = f(e) then clearly cS E M(G) and -1 X Ce) = 1 
00 
for each x E X . So by hypothesis 1 E 0/• l (6) . Thus 
00 00 00 00 CO l (6) c Wl (6) cl (6) by 1.2, hence l (6) = Wl (6) = M(G)"'l6 and 6 is 
Sidon by 0.8. 
(ii) By hypothesis we cannot have W(x) = 0 for any x E 6. So if 
But by (31], (32. 47) (b), if W E c 0 (6) , 
00 
WE l (6)\c0(6) by 1.2. By the reverse inclusion of (ii) and 2.1, if 
t E T6 (G) then ~E6 IW(X)t(x)l S KiltJJ 00 hence 
So 6 is Sidon by 0.8. 
co (iii) If we can show WE l (6)\c0(6) then the last part of (ii) 
e11sures 6 is Sidon. Again, W is nowhere zero. So we may apply 2.6 
taking A - Ct/G) , B = Z1 (6) , C = C6 , a(f) = .fl6 , SC¢) = cp and 
1JJ = h,-l . The hypotheses are evident so IITtl- 1 11
00 
< 00 as required. 
(iv) follows immediately from (iii). // 
2. 9. 
It shoulJ be note<l that the converse to each of these assertions is 
false. For example, h' may be zero at some point of 6 so that the 
18 
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characteristic !/-Sidon inclusion holds properly . Even if 6 1s replaced by 
60 = {x E 6 : W(x) t- 0} and 60 is Sidon , these inclusions are , reasoning 
as 1n 2.8, s trict if 60 1s infinite and W E c 0(6) . 
2. 10. 
In the present context it is natural to consider LxE6 W(x)J(x)x for f 
To ensure any such object make s sense we 
define, for 6 c X , T 
/'. 
T(¢, P) = LxE6 ¢(x)P(x)x 
When ¢ is fixed we shall use the single variable notation "T " even for ¢ ' 
its restriction to some subset of PM6 (G) . 
(X) 
If ¢ E Z ( 6) let p¢ E PM6 (G) be given by 
¢ Cx) if XE 6 
/'. 
Pep Cx) = 
0 if X E X \6 . 
Then T(¢, P) =Pep* P , T is just convolution mapping 
From thls it is evident that T is bilinear, 
continuous and behaves well under trans lation and convolution in the sense 
that for all x E G and all {P, Q, R} c PM6 (G) , 
(i) T(~l6 , T Q) = T (T(~l6 , Q)) = T((T P)"' 16, Q) , 
X X X 
(ii) T(Pl6 , Q * R) = Q * T(Pl6 , R) = T(P ·Ql6 , R) 
= T(Pl6, T(~l6 , R)) , and 
(iii) T(P l6, Q) = T(Ql6 , P) . 
More will be said about T 1n Chapters 5 and 6 . 
The purpose of the next result is t o allay any anxiety the reader might 
have about some other derivativ es of 0.8 related to 2.4. 
2. l ·1 . 
THEOREM. Let 6 c X , 6 WE C and set 60 = {x E 6 : W(X) t O} . 
These are equivalent (the K' s in (ii), (iii) and (iv) being the least 
possible) : 
(i) 60 is Sidon with constant K, 
00 (ii) f E L 60 (G) irrplies Tr,/ E A60 (G) and !IT wfl!A s K JIT r,/11 00 , 
(iii) t E T 60 (G) irrplies JITfrJIIA s KJJT wt lloo , and 
(iv) 't/ ¢ E l 00 (60) , 3 µ E M(G) such that 0 16 = wcp and 0 
IJµJI s KJJwcpJJ . 00 
Proof. 00 (i) => (ii). If f E L 6 0 (G) then 
so that if 60 is Sidon, Tr,/ E A60 (G) and by 0.8, 
(ii)=> (iii) is obvious. 
(iii)=> (i). If t E T60 (G) define u E T60 (C) by taking 
A -1 A 
u(x) = W (X)t(X) , 't/ XE 60 . Then by (iii) , 
Ix E 6 0 I t C x) I = Ix E 6 0 I vi c xJ u c x) I 
S KjjTiflJl 00 = K!Jti1 00 
s O ( i ) f O 11 0\\1 s . 
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(i) => (iv) . 00 00 If ¢El (6) then W¢ El (6) by 1. 2, hence (iv) r esults 
from 0.8 (iii) plus 2.5 . 
(iv) => (i) . If l/J E Z. 00 (60) and <I> E F (60) let 
-1 
w Cx)l/JCx) if X E cp 
l/Jcp Cx) = 
' 0 if X E 60 \¢ 
so that l/Jcp E c 0 (60) . By hypothe 1S 3 \Jcp E M(G) with 0¢160 = Wl/Jcp and 
21 
by Alaoglu ' s theorem it has a weakly convergent subnet . So 3 µ E M(G) 
\ ith µj6 0 = ~, and 6 0 must be Sidon by 0.8 (iii) . // 
2. 12. 
Can 2.4 (vi) be tightened to: 
(2.12.1) 
for some p E [l, 00) ? The answer is obviously "yes for each p" if 
W E i 1 (6) , yet 1s "not for any p" if W 1s constant, 1. e . 6 is Sidon 
(see 2.13 (i)). 
We give an answer 1n 2.13 (ii) for p E [l, 2] and a partial answer 
for p E (2, 00) in 5.9. 
Evidently (2.12.1) holds (where p E [l, 00)) iff WE [L1 (G), A6(G) l 
see 0.7 for notation. 
THEOREM. If 6 c X then 
(i) 1 s p < 00 implies [i1 (G), A6(G) ] c iP ' (GJAl6 , 
(ii) 1 Sp< 2 implies lp(6) c [L1(G), A6(G) l , and 
(iii) 2 < p < 00 implies l 2 (6 ) C [i1ccJ, A6(G )l . 
Proof. {i) By a boundedness principle (say 2. 5), if 
WE [L1 (G), A6(G) l the map TW : L1(G) + A6 (G ) is bounded and linear. So 
taking adjoints and using 2 .3 as in the proof of 2 .4, there i s a bounded 
CX) 
for which, if x E 6 and ¢El (6) , 
Ck¢) Cx) = wcx)¢Cx) 
, 
Taking ¢ = l gives an f E LP (G) with 
(2.12.2) 
as required. 
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(ii) If l Sp< 2 and f E L~ (G) then by the Hausdorff-Young theorem 
and Holder ' s inequality ) whenever WE zP(6) , 
(iii) If 2 < p < 00 and f E L~ (G) then fl 6 E z 2 (6) hence when 
2. 13. 
REMARKS. (i) Taking W to be constant) 2.12 (i) shows there can be 
no infinite Sidon sets with L1(G)''' j6 c Z1 (6) when l s p < 00 (the 
Riemann-Lebesgue l emma at (2.12.2) shows 6 1s finite). 
(ii) Results (i) and (ii ) of 2.12 combine to show that 'trivia l' 
W-Sidon sets (see 1.5) are precisel y the W-Sidon sets for which (2.12.1) 
holds when p E [l, 2] . Result (iii) shows (2.12.1) certainly holds for 
'trivial' W-Sidon se ts when 2 < p < 00 , but l eaves open the possibility of 
it occurring when Wt Z2(6) We can only show this doesn't in fact 
happen if W ~ z4 (6) - see 5.9. 
(iii) For compar ison we not e that when 6 < X 
if 2 s p < CX) 
if 1 < p < 2 , zP(6) c [L1( G) , A6 (c)] and 
l 1 (b) = [L~ (G), A6 (G) l 
See [31]) (36. 20) . 
2. 14. 
Another direction in which the reader might seek to strengthen 2.4 1s by 
replacing Z1(6) in 2 .4 (vii) by Zr(l) for some r > l (without 
~veakening the conc lu sion) . The impossibility of this for Sidon se ts has been 
demonstr te;J in [l~]. Persistence \, ith tliis inquiry leads to i, ·eighted 
p-Sidon sets, a tupic we shall ne glect. llo1 'e er it does bring us to a 
i, eight e d an a 1 o g u c of a r c s u 1 t due to E cl ward s , I-I e vi t t and Ros s ( [ 1 7 ] ) . Our 
proof uses a technique of Ramirez ([41]) which, as applied to the Sidon 
case Gy Blci in [~]. The result and its corollary give examples of smaller 
spaces E6 thun C6 (J) for which the implication 
su fices to show 6 JS W-Sidon . 
2. 15. 
THEOREM. W- Sidon i ff f E C't:, ( C') and > I wcx)f Cx) jP < 00 
~E6 
foyi ea h p (1 < p S 00) A imply L;( E6 / vl(XJ (X) I < 00 
Proof. 1 f 6 is W-Sidon the cone l us ion f o 11 o,vs 1nUT1 diat e ly from 
2 .4 (vii). 
If 6 1s not W-S idon , by definition 
A l So 3 t O E '" ( C) such that Lv E " / W ( X) t O ( X) I = 1 , 11 t 11 < 2 - and u 11.Ll Q co 
6\sp t 0 1s not W- idon (oth rw1se 6 , ouJd be the union of a W-Sidon se t 
and a finite set, hen e would be ~Sidon) . By induction we obtain 
{ t 
n 
llt II < 2-Cn+lJ 
n oo an<l 
Set = 
so 1 ar]y 
satis fying 
sp t c 6\U{sp t . 
n+l J 0 s j s n} . 
·1 hen 
4zEf '"""'X spt I 1cx1t Cx) I 17. -1 = LnEN (n+l) 
n 
= (X) 
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and whenever 1 < p < oo 
4i EN Lx Espt 
n 
lwcx)t Cx)IP = 
n 
4zEN (n+l)-p < oo . 
A 
And II IVf/1 00 S /I fVl/ 00 l/fll00 < 00 
So the conclusion has been negated . // 
2. 16. 
COROLLARY. Suppose ¢ E c 0 (6) . Then 6 i-s W- Sidon iff f E C 6 (G) ., 
;E6 lwcx)f(x) Ip< 00 foP each p (1 < p s 00 ) and ;Et l¢Cx)W(X)f(X) I < 00 
togetheP imply L;E.6. lwcx)f(X) I < OO 
Proof. If 6 lS T,v'-Sidon the conclusion lS immediate from 2.4 (vii). 
For the converse we modify the construction above . 
muy suppose that each t 
n 
XE sp t 
n 
also satisfies: 
implies I ¢Cx) I 
Then 1n addition I his 
"'/\,EA l<PCx)wcx)fCx) I = > "' L._ u ~EN f-xEspt 
-1 
< (n+l) . 
n 
) -2 
s LrtEN (n+ l) < 00 , 
which negates the conclusjon. // 
2 . 17. 
If ¢ E co (6) 
Rudin ([43]) proved a refinement of 2.4 (viii) which has a weighted 
ana logue . 
THEOREM. 6 i-s U- Sidon iff tJ cp E {±1 } 6 ., 3 µ E M(G) and 3 ). 
(O < A < 1) such that 1Gcx)-W(x)¢(X) I :s Ajfv(x) I ., 'r/ X E 6 
Proof. If 6 1s W-Sidon 2 . 4 (viii) ensures we may choose A = 0 
for ca h cp to reach the conclusion. 
we 
Conversely suppose ' E c6 (C) \ ith f E Rx . Define cp E {±1} 6 by 
ltCx) l!fCx) if defined 
¢ C x) = 
1 otherwise 
By hypothesis 3 A (0 S A < 1) and T E M(G) such that V x E 6 , 
I ~ c x) - vi C x) cp c x) I s A I r; c x) I . so 
llcxJ~Cx)-l~icxJfCxJ 11 = ltCx) I • l~CxJ-wcxJctiCxJ I 
< IWCx)f( X) IA whenever x E 6 . 
-1 V I ow set µ = 2 (T+T;t) 
- where T*(u) = T(u) 
- so that µ E M( G) , 
,A /\. 
µ = Re(T) and V XE 6 , 
If Cx) G CX) -1 h'Cx) f Cx) 11 s I wcxJ f Cx) I" 
Thus fCx)GCx) > I Y(x)f(X) I - I wcx)fCx) I" = I vl(x)f(x) I · Cl- A) Setting 
g = µ * f gives g E C(G) , g(x) ~ lwcx)f(x) I • ( 1- A) if XE 6 and 
,A /\. 
g(x) = 0 if XE X\6 . So g ~ 0 hence by Bochner ' s theorem 
L_xE 6 I wcx)fCx) l < Cl- A) -l I:xEt gCx) 
= C 1 - A) - 1 !~ EX g C x) < 00 
So 6 is W-Sidon by 2 . 7 (ii) . II 
2 . 18 . 
(X) 
If E cl (.6.) and L : E-+ PM(G) , define L t o have the restriction 
property iff V ¢EE , (Lcp)"'jt = cp • 
00 
Recalling 0.8 (iii) , 6 is Sidon iff there is a map L : Z (6)-+ M(G) 
with the restric t ion property . It can be assumed without loss that L is 
* bounded . On the otl1er hand if we forego boundedness but define L by 
00 
25 
starting from a basis in l (6) and extending linearly, we get a linear map 
with the restriction property . 
(XJ 
V'hen does there exist a map from l (6) to M( G) which simultaneously 
has all three properties? \ e use a result of Ed\ ards, and write SC for 
sequentially\ eakly complete . 
* oF th. ~F- ..t,:,f~4.4l U'\, o · t <i) 
2 . 19 . 
LEMMA. If E i.s a Banach space and L i.s a Banach space isomorphism 
.s pa..ce j'Pom E or to a suba7:rgabri6 of M(G) then E i,o SWC. 
2 . 20 . 
Proof. See [12], Theorem 1 and the remark following it. // 
THEORE 1. For· 6 c X these a_re eqz-rivalent : 
( i ) 6 i. s finite , 
(ii) there i.s a continuous linear map L 
the restriction property~ and 
(iii) ther·e is a continuous linear· map L 
restriction property . 
Proof . 00 (a) If 6 is finite and cp El (6) 
co 
l (6) 7 M(G) with the 
Lcj) = LxE6 ¢(X)X Clearly L is linear with the restriction property and 
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the norm of L is dominated by v(6) So (ii) and (iii) follow from (i). 
(b) If L has the restriction property it 1s not only injective 
00 
~th@ uniqueness theorem} but if ¢ E c0(6) [l (6)] 
so its 1nv rse 1s bounded. Consequently L is an isomorphism and 2.19 
co 
guarantees c 0 (~) [Z (6)] is SWC . But any S\C B*-algebra is finite 
dimensional (see [40] - of course tl1ere 1s a simpler proof in these proto-
typical cases), so 6 must be fjnite. Thus (ii) - and (i1:i) i~1p ,ly (i). // 
2. 21 . 
REMARKS (i) . If L is known to take pointwise products 1n c 0 (6) 
[l
00
(6)] to convolutions in L1 (G) [M(G)] , that js if it is an algebra 
morphism, then [12], Theorem 1 shO\ s immediately that 6 is finite. (This 
observation 1s due to Edwards , [14], 15 . l .4, Remark (4) .) The result above 
shm s it is possibl to remove this hypothesis though. 
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(ii) Dunkl and Ramirez have noted in [9] that 6 is Sidon with 
, 6 E M(G)A 1ff t is finite. Tl1is follows readily from 2 . 20 - if µ E M( G) , 
0 = ~6 , it suffices to set L¢ = µ * v where v E M(G) satisfies ~16 = ¢ . 
(iii) Another similar result appears in 5.14. 
2.22. 
Is there a weighted analogue of 2.20? Result 2.4 (vi ·ii) shows 6 is 
00 
fl-Sidon .iff th ere lS 3 map L l (6) + M( G) with the W-restTiction 
oc (L¢) Al6 = property : V ¢ E l (l) 
' 
W¢ . For \vhich w can we assume L 1S 
both bounded and linear? 
If vi E i 2 (t) 
' 
for any 6 c X 
' -
we may define L . l 
co 
-+ L2 (G) (6) by 
Lcp = lx E6 {v( X) cp Cx) X Then L is obviously linear with the W-restriction 
propert )' and /I L¢ 112 = 11 (L¢) A 11 2 s II ~vii )I¢ 11 00 so it 1s bounded. This 
construct Lon J s th e analogue (bearing in mind that sets f:.. with W E z 2 ( /2 ) 
are ana lo gou s to finite Sidon sets) of tl1e ea sy part of 2.20 . However the 
method there fails to give th e converse and the best we can do is establish 
a I ejghted v -r:31on of 2 . 21 (ii). 
') '.J 3 
4- • '- • 
I f 6 'L, W- Sidon and ~6 E M(G) A then WE Z
2(6) . 
Proof. X ¢ E { ±1} , Ly By hypothesis 3 µ E M(G) If 
3 1 E ;J ( G) \'/ i th 
setting WjA\6 = 0 ) ,hen c 1 cr x EX 
A ,-, 
Extending I I 
Lµ * T) ACx) = µC x)T(X) = ~L CxJWC xJ¢Cx) . 
to all of 
Consequently by [13], Theorem 1, 
? 
~e:fl E z- (X) , that 1s, II 
,r 
A by 
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NOTES. ( i) 1·.'l en 6 ~ X the exist nee of a continuous lin ear 
W-restriction L implies WE Z2(6) 
( i i) The method above shows W E Z 2 (6) whenever a continuous linear 
co 
re~triction L map s Z (6) into J.1
6 
(C) . 
2. 24 . 
Bachelis l[lj) and Ebenstein ([11]) hav e characterised A(p) sets 
using a co11ccpt introduced by Hardy and Littlewood in [29] (see A. 7). It 1s 
inw1ediat e from 2 . 4 that a related formulation holds for W-Sidon sets . For 
conven1en~e suppose 
PRO POS ITION . 6 & S 'ri7- Sidon iff I fv'fl E L~ (G) " ., co V f E L l (G) . 
Proo f . lf 6 lS 1-l-S idon and 
Lx:E6 JwcxJfCx) I < 00 
co 
Conversely if f E L6 (C) then 
ex, f E L (G) 6 then by 2.4 (ii) 
J fi/f'J E Leo (G) /', , hence by Bochner ' s 6 
th .orem I;<EX I W(x).f( X) I < co • So by 2 . 4 (vi), 6 is W-Si clon. I I 
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CHAPTER 3 
THICK W-SIDON SETS 
3.0. 
To find W-Sidon sets which are not Sidon it suffices, by 1.5 to take 
6 c X not Sidon and then choose ~/ E l 2 ( 6 ) . (Recall that X is not Sidon 
whenev r it 1s infinite by [31], (37.4); this holds for any subgroup of X 
by taking W = 1 in 4.7.) 
lt is the purpose of this section to exhibit non-Sidon sets 6 which 
W S . d f W J:: l 2 ( 1' ) , are - 1 on or some f u These sets are in the dual of T and are 
not even 1\(1) . 
The proof , like so many others of its type in lacunarity theory, relies 
on Riesz products and therefore requires a sort of independenc e condition on 
6 . \'Je recall 2 6 = {x~ : X, ~Et} when ever 6 c X 
3. l . 
THEOREM. Suppose /j = U{6 n E 
n 
N} wher e 0 < v (6rJ < ~ and 0 
(i) 1 f 6 0 ., 
(ii) 6- 1 = [';, ., n n 
c x\u{ l\:0• E: 1 E:. (iii) D. n +l 6 1 . 6 n E . E {o, 1 ' 2} for• . n 1, 
0 < 1, s n and at most one ( . equa_ls 2} ' and - 1, 
' c x,u{ l\ ~0. E: l E (iv) 6 - 6 n {o, l} ,... 61 • E, E JOI' n +l n 1, 
0 < i s n and 4-=o E: . > 1} - 1,, -
Defin e equa l . l The conc l usion Tv /j -r ( 0' 1 J t o v(6 J- on 6 1,,8 
n 
that 6 -is h'- S i don . 
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Proof. Suppose cp E R6 \Jith 11¢ II s 1 . 
co For n EN define t E T(G) n 
by 
It is easy to see that 
and , by (ii) , 
A 
t Cx) = 
n 
ext for n EN set 
where 
pro ided 
t is real-valued 
n 
q,(;t) 
( 2 v ( 6,) ) -l / if X E 6 
n 
0 if XE X\6n 
so that 
,{v p = l + ) t + Q 
LV Ln=O n n 
t 16 
n n 
if Os n s N 
(3.1.l) 
(3.1 . 2) 
(3.1.3) 
(3.1.4) 
(3.1.5) 
6n c X\~p(l) u U{6m : 0 Sm.: N and m f rz } u sp(QN)] 1,1hen ever O s n < 7 
Consequently the lemma to follow ensures this for each NE N . 
y (3.1 . 1), (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), for eZtch l , 
(3 .1. 6) 
provided that for each 
Os n s ii} u sp(Q
7
) • 
\ 
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Again , th e le1rnna assures us of tl is . So by (3.1 . 6) , { p : d E N} 1S j 
bounded 1n MC") and thus has a \,;eak cluster point 'J E M(C) let 
µ = 2'J r1 hen for each n E N X E 6 implies n 
A A A 
µ(x) = 2v ( t ) = 2t Cx) by (3 .1 .5) 
n 
by (.3 .1. 3) 
= vl( x) ¢ c x) by definition of W . 
Thus Gl6 = W¢ so by 2 . 7 (iii), 6 1s W-Sidon. // 
3.2. 
LEMMA . Suppose {6n : n E N} c P(X) satisfy conditions (i) to (iv) of 
the prev-im,ts theorem . Then with QN given by ( 3. 1 . 4)., V N E N , 
(i) 0 s n s N implies 
f>,n c x\gl } u U{t,m : 0 :: ms N and m t n} u sp(QNn, 
and 
Proof. By (3.1 . 4) and (3.1.3), 
. t,;N £i E {O, l} for O < 1, < i'J and r:=O £i > 2} . 
1-'or brevity define 
A(N, nJ = {l} u U{ 6 0 < m < N ~nd mt n } for O s n < N 
m 
and 
b (N, j) 
.... 
€ . E {O, l} 
-i 
and 
In these t erms, e ha e to prove, for each ll EN , 
0 s n < 1 implies tn c X'BU , n) u B(l , 2)] 
and 
1 f U{6 
n 
0 S n < 1 } u B(i , 2) . 
for J E { l, 2} . 
(3.2.1) 
(3.2.2) 
Do th is by induction. 
Vvhen N = 0 both reduce to 1 f 60 which is hypothesis (i) . Now 
suppose (3.2.lJ and (3.2.2) hold. Evidently 
A(N+l, n) = 
{I} u U{6 : 0 Sm s N} if n = N + 1 
m 
6.N+l u A(N , n) if O s n s lJ 
{ 
EQ El 
B(N+l, 2) = B(N , 2) u U 60 • 6 1 . 
and 
{ 
EQ El 
B(N+l, 1) = B(N , 1) u lJ 6 0 . 6 1 .. . . . 
E. E {O , l} 
1., 
Ei E {O, l}} . 
So separating the cases n = N + 1 and using hy~pothesis (ii) to 
interchange t..1 
n 1n the third line below and 6 n and 6 N+l 
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in 
the fifth and last lines be 10\v, (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) hold at N + 1 provided 
0 s n s N implies 6. c X\6N l u A (N, n) , n - + 
0 s n < N implies 6 c X\B(N, 2) 
' n -
6N+l c X\B(N, 2) , 
? 
6. i., + l c X \B (, , 1 ) , 
6N+l c X\lil } u U{6n 
and 
O < n < l} , 
1 f B(N, 2) , 
and 
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But these fol 10\v by hypotheses (ii-i) and (iv) and the induction hypothesis. // 
3. 3. 
THEOREM. There 'is a suhset 6 of Z which 'is W-Sidon for some 
Proof . Take and let Supposing 60 , • • • J 6 
n 
have been defined so as to satisfy the hypotheses of 3.1, let m EN be the 
supremum of the finite set 
+ E 6 
n n 
E . E {O, 1, 2} 
'i with at most one 
If n = 0 set 6 1 = {±(m+l)} and if n > 1 take 
6 = {±j (m+l) 
n+ l 
[(n
2
-1· l) l} 
: 1 s j s j 
E . = 2} . 
'i 
Since 6 + 6 
n+l n+l is also disjoint from the finite set above , it is 
disjoint from 
E. E {0, l} ~vith f: OE. ::: 1}. 
?./ '-&= 'i 
Consequ ntly 3.1 shO\vs 6 = U{6 . n E N} 1S ~/-Sidon . Yet n 
LxE6 lwcx) 12 ::: 4iEN -1 iv f z 2 c 6) (l+n) = 00 so 
By construction 6 contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions, 
hence it i s not A ( 1 ) ( s e e [ 4 3 ] , C 4 . 1 ) ) . / / 
3 . 4 . 
/) 
REMARK. By [31], L36.20), Z.:.(6) = (c6 (G), A6 (G) ) provided 6 < X. 
") 
lf 6 L X, Parseval ' s identity shO\.rs Z~(6) c (c6 (C), A6 (G)) To find 6 
for which this inclusion is strict it sutfices to take 6 an infinite Sidon 
Howev r 3.3 provides the first examples of non-Sidon sets 6 1n Z for 
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which z2(6) c (c6(G)J A6(G)) . 
They aJso satisfy: V ¢ E {1:1}6 , Wcp E M(Gf' j6 yet W f l 2 (6) . This 
indicates the impossibility of extending [13], Theorem 1 to subsets 6 of 
X • 
However the main import of 3.3 is, for us, the existence of 'non-
trivial' W-Sjdon sets which are not A(p) or Sidon . 
3. 5. 
Since the measure constructed in 3.1 1s nonnegative, the proof of 2.17 
can be modified just as for certain Sidon sets (see [15], 15.2.6 and 
exercise 15.12) to give a little more. 
THEOREM. Let 6c X admit a decomposition as -in 3.1 ancl suppose rv -is 
defined acco1•dingly . If µ E M6 (G) satisf1:es Re µ (f) s mJlfll 1 ancl 
lm µ(f) s mllfll 1 ., V f E C(C) with f ~ 0 ., for· some constant m = m(p) ., 
then 
~E6 Jiv(x)w(x) J < 00 
NOTE. \\le have more to say about M6 (G) when 6 1s W-Sidon 1n 5. 7 
and 5. 14. 
CHAPTER 4 
THE ALGEBRA OF WEIGHT FUNCTIONS 
4.0 . 
In this chapter we depart from a Sidon-like theory to investigate the 
space of all weight functions W which make a given set W-Sidon. In 
particular, this enables us to relate W-Sidon and p-Sidon sets. 
4 . l . 
For 6 c X define 6 --11 · 116 : C ->- R by 
JlfYJIL\ = sup{Lx_ELI IW(x}t'(x} I : t E TL\ (G) with litlloo s 1} . 
Recall that l!Wil6 \vas temporarily called the W-Sidon constant of 6 1n 
l .0, and 6 1s Tl-Sidon iff l!Tvl! 6 < 
00 
• Our new notation anticipates part 
of 4.4 . 
4 . 2. 
From 2 . 4 \·Je read off more expressions for ll~l/1 6 
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= sup{inf{llfll 1 : f E L
1 (G} \vith fl6 = fv'cj,} cp E c0 (6) and ll<Pll00 S 1} 
su~ inf{ 1/µII : µ E M(G} Git W¢} 00 Jlcj,// 00 S 1} = \vith = cp E Z (6) and . 
4 . 3. 
Let t, (LI} = {rv E c11 IIWII LI < 00} • By 1. 2, for each W E W (LI} , 
II WI loo S II fvll 6 · 
4.4 . 
THEOREM . vJ(t) i,s a commutative Banach algebra Wtder 11 • 1) 6 and point-
unse operationo . It has an identity iff 6 i,s Sic.ion . 
Proof. The following straightforward formulae establish that II · 11
6 
makes W( 6) into a corrunutative normed algebra under pointwise operations. 
Suppose w1 , w2 E W(6) , a EC and t E T6 (G) \vith lltll S 1 . CX) Then 
;rn I { ''i Cx) +f/2 Cx) J;; Cxl I s L-xrn I r,11 Cxl t Cxl I + ;Ell I W/x) tcxl I 
s llr'V'1 11 6 + 1ih12 11L\ ; 
Suppose 
;EL\ I aw1 Cx) tCxJ l = la I I~E6 I w1 Cx) tCx) l 
< I a 111 rv' 1 11 6 ; 
;EL\ I i:r11 Cx) rv2 Cx) tCx) I < 11w1 11 00 ;EL\ I rv'2 Cx) tCxJ I 
<: IIW1l16 -11~12/l6 by 4 . 3; 
{ rv 
n 
n E N} c ~~(L\) is a Cauchy sequence . Then by 4.3 again, 
llr-1 - ~v /I -+ 0 hence 
n m 00 
CX) 
3 W E l (6) with If E > 0 , since 
11Wn-rvmll6 -+ 0 , 3 N E N such that n ~ N implies for al l t E TL\ (G) with 
I, 11 I { w c xJ - ~/ c xJ } • t c xJ l < E XEu n m 
L0tt.i.ng m oo this sho\vs, in vi0\v of /ll,v'n-Wi1
00
-+ 0, that if n:::: lV and 
with 11 t 11 s 1 , 
00 
hence < 00 Thus W -+ ~v' in 
n vJ CL\) . 
Finally vl(6) has an identity iff the constant function l E W(L\) . 
This holds iff Vt E T
6
(G) , 
that is, iff 6 1s Sidon . // 
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4.5. 
co If 6 1s Sidon then by 1.1 and 1.2, W(6) = l (6) and the Sidon 
constant equals l/ 1116 . Conversely whenever W(6) contains an element of 
is Sidon (by the argument in 2.8 (i i )). So 6 is Sidon 
on jff W(6) = l (6) , and there can be no spaces W (6) for 
' 
6 c X , lying 
co 
properly between c 0 (6) and Z (6) . For which 6 J_s W( 6) = c 0 (6) or 
W( 6) c c0 (6) ? Our next few results are aimed at thes e ques tions. The 
co first shows there can be no 6 c X for which l ( 6) . 
4.6. 
THEOREM. If 01cc}A IL1 c W( LI } (in particular, if W( L\) = c
0
(LI) ) then 
6 is Sidon . 
Proof. Suppose f E c6 (G) - we show I'xE6 I f(x) I < 00 by using a 
boundedness principl e - say 2.S . For by hypothesis, 1 V g E L ( G) , 
lxE6 I gCxJ fCx) I < 00 So 1n 2 .5 take A - z 1 (6 ) with Cl the identity, --
B = L
1 (G) with B(g) = f.qJ6 and C = c6 with the product t opo logy . Then 
f t t 
- K ( " f) w g r.'- L 1 ( r:. ) ' -:-1 rh E z l l' A ) . or some cons an K = u , , v u ~ ~ u such that 
<P = fgj6 and I'xE6 l <PCx)I s Kl/gll1 . In other words, V g E L1(G), 
In view of 1.11 (i), ~ lfA(x) I s K' and by L.X E6. 
0.8 (i), 6 1s Sidon. // 
4. 7. 
t th e other end of the spectrum , whenever 6 c X, Z2 (6) c W(6) 
by 1.5. The nex result shows equ lity is possible here for infinite 6.. 
THEOREM. If 6 s X then W(.6) = Z2 (6) . 
Proof. We start as in 1.6 by t aking A = Le E G : x(x.) = 1, V X E 6} 
so that As G is closed and 6 is dual t o G/A l' e now prove the clai m 
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made earlier that T 6 (C) 1s isometrically isomorphic to T(G / A) . 
Firstly A is the kernel of the equivalence relation a on G given 
by a(x) = a(y) if£ X(x) = X(y) , \:/XE 6. For t E T
6
(C) define 
t ;1; E T(G/A) by t .it (a(x)) = LxEt t(xJ x(x) . By definition of a , the map 
B : T6 (C) ~ T(C/A) given by S(t) = t* 1s well defined. It 1s easily 
checked that S 1s bijective, ll·ILX)-isometric and if x E !::. , 
A 
s ( t) A ( X) = t ( X) , \:/ t E TD ( G) . 
This means 
II WIil\ = sup{ Lx Ell I W( x) t Cx) I 
= sup{LxEll I W(x) ~(xl I 
and by 2 . 4 ( i -z: i) this 1 as t e q u :i l s 
t E Tll(G) with l/t/1
00 
S 1} 
u E T (G/A) with l/u/1
00 
s 1} 
sur{LxEll 1,1(xlf(xl I : f E C(G/A) and 1/fllw s 1} ' 
~vhich must therefoTe be f ini tc whenever W E vJ (6) . So by [ 13] , 2. 1 ( a) , 
this means WE z2(6) . // 
4.8. 
Are there infinite sets other than subgroups for which W( 6) = z2(6) ? 
The result above can be used to answer this affirmatively. 
COROLLARY. Let 6 be cofinite in some subgroup of X. Then 
Proof. By 1.6 we might as vJcll assume the s ubgroup is X . If 
X 6 = { XO , . . . , Xn } then C'(C) = C { }( CJ . 
Lv Xo'" ''An . So if f' E C( G' J , Ly 
the short lemma to fol low, f = g + fj_=O aixi where g E c
6 
(G) . So 
enlarging the domain of W to X 1n any way, 
0Ex I fit(x) .fCx) I = 0Ex I W(x) g Cx) I + fi.=o 0Ex I WCx) ai~i CxJ I 
= LxEx IWCx)gCx) I + 4=o la,/l(xi) I < 00 • 
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Consequently by 2.4, X is W-Sidon . So by 4 .7, WE Z2 (X) hence 
4.9. 
We really only need one inclusion from the result: 
If 6 c X and Xo E X\6 then 
Proof. If f E c6 (G) and a EC then f + ax0 E C(G) and for 
"' "' 
= f(x) + ax0 Cx) = o . Hence 
Conversely suppose g E Cf'iu {Xo}( G) with g(Xo) = a . Writing 
"' f = g - a\ gives f(X) = 0 , 'rJ XE X\6 so f E C
6
(G) . Thus 
g E {J'+aXa f E C6 (G) and a E C} // 
4. 10. 
From 1.8 and 1.9 we have, for 6 c X : 
(i) if Xo EX, W(XoL'i) = {W0 : WE W( 6)} where th e map vi .-+ W0 
(ii ) 
4. 11 . 
1s defined in 1.8; and 
WE W( 6) } where the map 
111 1. 9. 
W f-+ W 1s defined p 
O\v for the counterexample promised in 1.10. Suppose 6 s X 1s 
infinite and Xo E X\6 . Then x06 n 6 = O for if x E Xoi'i n 6 th en 
X = Xo~ (for some ~ E 6) whence -1 x0 = x~ E 6 . So we may choose 
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reference to 4.7 and 4.10 (i), W(6) = l 2(6) ? and W (x06) = z- (x06 ) . Thus 
6 is W-Sidon yet x06 is not W-Sidon (taking restrictions for grant ed) . 
4. 12. 
THEOREM. For 6 C X 
- ., 
W ( 6) is an ideal in M(C) Aj6 whioh i s 
improper iff 6 is Sidon. Furthermor•e fori each W E W( 6) ., II W// 0 s /lrl/1 6 . 
Recall from 2.1 that 
/IW/1 0 = inf[ /lµJ/ : P E M(C) and µ I 6 = W} • 
Proof. If W E W(6) by applying 2. 4 (iv) to q; = l , 3 v E M( G) 
with G·J!l = W and I/vii s /IW// 6 . So W(6) c M(C) A j6 and /IWl/ 0 s IIW//6 , 
V W E W(6) . 
Obviously the algebraic operations on these spaces coincide and if 
Thus Wµj6 E W(6) which, by 4.4 is consequently an ideal in M( C) Al6 . It 
1s improper iff 1 E W(6) iff 6 is Sidon. // 
4. 13. 
Note that W(6) need not be clos ed 1n M(C) A j6 by 4.7. 
4 .14. 
We have seen that, as algebras, if 6 c X, 
Each i s endowed with a norm - they are II· 11 2 , II · 11 6 , II · 11 0 and 
11·1100 resp ectively. How are these related? 
By 1.5, /IW /1 6 s I/ Wl/2 , V WE W(6). When 6 s X, 4.7 ensures 
W(6) = Z2(6) and there is a constant K such that V W E W( 6) , 
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1/W/1 2 S K/ /Wl /6 (by the open mapping theorem or [13], (2 .1) (b)); so ll • J/ 2 an<l 
II· 11 6 are equivalent on W (6) . 
4. 15. 
00 By 2.1 and 4.12, 
'rJ WE Z (6) . A different 
proof of the last inequality follows by the method in [44], 1.9.l which 
yields the characterisation: for WE W(6) , 
When are pairs of these norms equivalent? 
4. 16. 
THEOREM. Par 6 c X., these are equivalent : 
(i) 6 . Sidon , 't8 
(ii) ll • 1100 and II • 116 are equivalent on W( 6) ., 
(iii) II· II 6 and 11·116 are equivalent on M(G) " j 6 ., and 
(iv) II· II 8 and II · /loo ar•e equivalent on M(G) " j6. 
Proof. (a) If 6 is Sidon, W E W ( 6) and t E T 6 (C) with llt/1 s 1 00 
then by 4.5, 
So by 4.15, V WE ~J(6) = M(G) " j L\ , 
II fv'j/00 =-~ II vii/ 0 s JI kvll 6 s 11 1116 • II W/lco s IJ"l 11611W/16 • 
Consequently the norms are pairwjse equivalent. 
(b) If 6 1s not Sidon then by 4.6, z2 (L\) c W(6J c c
0
( L\J . Since 
l
2 (6) contains al l simple functions over 6 (i.e. finite linear 
combinations of characteristic functions of singleton subsets of 6) and 
these are dense in c 0 (6) , W( 6) cannot be closed in c 0
(6) Thus ~J ( L) 
cannot be complete under Jl · /1
00 
(restricted to W(6) ) . So by 4.4, 11 · 11
00 
and /J • // 6 cannot be equivalent on W (6) . 
(c) If ll · // 0 and /l • // 6 arc equivalent on M(G)'' IL\ then 
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W(6) = M(C) Al6 hence by 4.12, 6 is Sidon. 
(d) If 11·11 8 and /l·IJ00 are equivalent on M(C) A j l'I th en it is 
complete under ll·/100 and hence c 0 (6) ~M(C)"'l6. So by 2.3 Remark (ii), 
4. 1 7. 
Note that as a Banach algebra, 
1n general. 
W(6) is neither separable nor B * 
' 
For 4.16 shows it 1s not separable whenever 6 is an infinite Sidon 
set. 
If W* denotes the con~lex conjugate of WE W(L'I) then since 
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1wcx) I = IW*(x) I , v x E 6 , w f-+ W* is an involution on vJ( D) . However, 
as pointed out to me by Professor Edwards, if W(t) were a B*-algebra, the 
Gelfand-Naimark tl1eorem would show it is isomorphic to C(K) where K 1s 
the locally compact maximal ideal space of W( D) . Then if w E W( D) J 
~ (the pointwise root of w ) also belongs to W(6J But taking w square . 
Di = {x. EN} s X and setting W E CL'.1 to be w(x .) . -1 we have, by . J = J . J J 
4 . 7 ) W~ 1- z2 c ") = w c 11 ) y '"' t . w E z 2 c '' J · ;;; w c ") . F . ~ u ~ u u (Such 6 can obvious ly be 
chosen for X = Z .. ) 
4. 18. 
Considering Ct (G) "' It as a sequence space (see [ 36] , §30), W(AJ 1 s 
its c~-J ua l. lfowcver c6 (G) "' j6 1s not a perfect sequence space, that is, it' s 
prop r ly contained jn the o.-c.lua l of W( 6J For if 6 ::: X by 4.7 again , 
the a-dual of W(6) = z2(6) 1S 
then 6 1s finite. It thus remains to choose X and 6 with 6 ~ X 
infinite. 
l 
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4. 19. 
In the terminology of [19]J 6 c X 1s a p-Sidon set (for 1 s p < 2) 
iff 
sup{~El1 /t(X) jP . t E T6 (C) with lit 1100 :': 1} < co 
(See 2.14.) Clearly 6 15 1-Sidon if£ it is Sidon, and any set lS 
2-Sidon. 
THEOREM. Let 6 c X and l s p < 2. Then 6 1,s p-Sidon iff 
, 
zP (6) c WC6) . 
Proof. Por p = 1 this is just 4.5 (it is trivial when p = 2 ). If 
1 < p < 2 and 6 is p-$idon then by [19], 1.2 (ii), f E c
6
(C) impli es 
I 
So if WE zP (6) , H~lder's inequality shows 
r~ E6 / W(x) Jex) j < co So by 2.4, WE W( 6) , and , zP (6) c WC 6J 
[ 19] , 
4.20. 
, 
, Conversely if zP (6) c WC6) then by 4.12, zP (6) c M(G)A 16 . So by 
1.2 (iv), 6 15 p-Sidon. II 
From this follows a converse of 4.6 for p > 1 . 
COROLLARY. If 1 < p < 2 and 6 is p-Sidon then Lp(G) Al6 c W( 6) . 
Proof. By the Hausdorff-Young theorem, f E Lp(G) with 1 < p < 2 
' implies ti 6 E zP (fl) . I I 
L 
CHAPTER 5 
SETS OF WEIGHTED TYPE 
5.0. 
When 6 1s Sidon, spaces of 6-spectral functions collapse. Not only 
00 
is L (G) = 6 but In this section we 
investigate analogues for weighted Sidon sets by introducing the weighted 
counterparts of A(p) sets . 
Refer to 2.10 for the definition of T . 
5. l . 
THEOREM. .If 6 i-s W-Sidon and t E T 6 (G) then 
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if 2 < p < 00 (5.1.1) 
and 
(5.1.2) 
{y, : n E N} 
n 
Proof. For an exposition of the Rademacher functions 
refer to [15], Chapter 14. By redefining r on a set of measure zero so 
n 
that it is right continuous at each dyadic rational and left continuous at 
1 , we assume r E {il}[O,l]. 
n 
For t E T6 (G) let J E XN be an injection with sp t c j(N) , and 
define R X ~ {±l}[O,l] by 
R = 
X 
ro if X E X\j(N) . 
Now let f G x [O, l] ~ C be given by 
f(x, p) = LxEX t(x)RX(p)x(x) 
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Using single variable notation we have fp E T6 (G) , V p E [O, l] and 
V x E G , fx = 4zEN t(j(n))j(n)(x)rn - a Rademacher series. Since f is a 
finite sum of functions which are measurable on G x [O, l] each dominated 
by the constant j/tl100 , f is integrable and ~ve may use Fubini ' s theorem. 
Suppose p E [O, l] . By 2.4 (iv), there is µ E M(G) p such that 
So for 
X E 6 , 
A 
W(x)R (p)t(x)R (p) X X 
A 
= wcx) t Cx) = 
and if XE X\6 , hence 
So when p = 2m (for some m EN), 
J I :T t I 2 m s 11 fv J J 2 m J I f p I 2 m . ( 5 . 1 . 3 ) G W 6 G 
But a property of Rademacher series (see (15], 14.2.1) ensures 
'ti x E G , 
So using Fubini's theorem to integrate (5.1.3) along [O, l] , 
(5.1.4) 
Now given any p E (2, 00) choose m EN such that 2(m-l) < p s 2m and 
l < m s p Then (5.1.4) guarantees 
which yields (5.1.1). 
To establish (5.1.2) suppose t E T6 (G) and redefine f to be 
and 
't/xEG, 
fx = ~EN w(j(n)) ·t(j(n))j(n)(x)rn . 
With the measures A µp above, if t(x) i 0 then 
A A A 
µ CxJ = wcx)R CP) = fPCx)/tCx) , P X 
A /' 
and if t(xJ = o , f (X) = 0 p too. Thus f µ * t hence p = p 
Another property of Rademacher series ([15], 14.2.1) yields V x E G, 
I' Jt LL_x_EX I W(x) t CxJ x (x) 12 < s ( It) . 
H c n c e j j '1.1 t 11 < 8 J 
1 
I f I so in t e gr at in g over C with the aid of Fu b in i ' s W 2 Q X 
theorem, 
l 
111·wt11 2 < B f O llf Pll 1 
, BJIWll 6 iitii 1 by cs.1.sJ 
and (5.1.2) results. // 
5.2. 
We now proceed to the weighted analogue of sets of type (p, q) (sec 
A.2) sugge~tcu by (5.1.lJ and (5.l.2J. 
5. 3. 
If 6 c X, WE C6 and 1 - p, q < (X) ) define 6 to be of type; 
W(p, q) , and write 6 E W(p, q) , iff 
sup{ Lxrn W(,<Jl(X),< l E Tt..((,'; with lllllp - 1} ~ 
q 
We denote this sup r ernum by K(6, W, p, q) . 
lf 6 W(p, q) tlt(;Jl cvi<lenLJy l!Wllu:; ·- K( f'. , w, E!, qJ , ~owe.; muy u...,e; 
the operator TW when working with this definition. We require p and q 
cu to be not less than 1 simply for convenience - the pr.i.ncipl-@ analytic 
results for /\(p) sets also require thi s. 
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5.4. 
THEOREM. If' 1 S p, q < co with p f. co and q ::f:. l these ar·e 
equi va Zent: 
then 
( i ) I:. E vi (p , q ) ., 
(ii) 
Proof. (i) =} (ii). Let {t} be as 1n 1.11 (i). 
a 
t * f E '1' (G) 
a I:. hence by (i), 1/Tu(t * f) /I S Kl/t * f/1 S K/jfj/ ~ a q a p p 
By the weak compactness of norm balls in Lq (G') (q t l) there exists 
such that /lg II s K/lf 11 q p 
A A 
and g = flf So by the uniqueness 
theorem, Tf,;f' = g E Li (G) . 
(ii)~ (iii) is clear since (ii) implies 
(iii)~ (iv). By (iii) and the boundedness result 2.5, 
TW : L~(G) -+ Li(G) 1s bounded and linear. So by 2.3 (i) and its 
, ' k 
· · • !L'wi+ ·, L,4 ( (_,,·) ,,..,, I " -.,. 1..1? (v"') "' I " l t d d h Rurnu .r (.J.1.J, . ... 1..:1 ,...1 !5 a so Joun c · were 
, 
'v f E Lq (C) . 
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(iv) =? (i) follow s s imilarly, using 2.3 (iii) and its Remark (iiJ. // 
5 . 5 . 
REMARKS. (i) It follows from 5.4 (iv) that th e symmetry of t he 
unweighted case has be en shattered so we are compelled t o consider arbitrary 
2 (p , q) E [ 1 , co] . 
(ii) As in 2.4, each statement in the th eo rem has a bounded partner and 
~ll l L h ( 1 cu s t po s s .i. b l c ) . o n s t ant s c qua l K ( I:. , vi, p , q) 
5.6. 
It is usually hard to identify (E'6 , F 6) even when (E', F) is kno\ n 
(E, F S PM(G) - see 0. 7J so we pause to combine the approach of Chapt<;r 4 
with the r es ult above . 
COROLLARY. Let l < p q < ex-; with p t 00 and q t 1 . Then - , -
W E [Lf(C), Ltcci ] iff 
sup{ inf{llgllp.' I gJll = wJlt} , ; g E rf (G) and f E Lq (G) and llfllq , s 
- sup { JIT tJj t E .T t/ G) uJith lit /I s 1} -- 0/ q p 
[Lf(C), Lt(G) l is a Banach space and when p S q it "s a comrrrutative 
Banach algebra which has an identity iff 6 E A(q) . 
REMARKS. (i) Although [Lf(c) , Lt(G)] is of course unknown in 
general, special cases yield: 
6. E W(2, 2) iff WE l 2 (6.) [Parseval' s identity]; and for 
1 s p < 00 
' 
6. E W(p, oo) j ff [5.4 (iii) and 
[15], 16.7.5]. 
1} 
< co 
(ii) For the circle group, conditions sufficient to ensure membe r shjp 
to (1.l' T), 1/l (T)) uru known. These yield: if 1 < p s 2 < q w anJ 
WE C6 with 
sup { I W ( n) I ( 1 + In I ) 1 / p- l / q : n E 6} < oo 
then 6 E W (p , q) [ s c e [ 15 ] , 16 . 4 . 6 ( 3) ] . More in v o 1 v c c.l con di t ions ( [ 1 5 J , 
16.4.7) apply to W(p, pJ . 
5. 7. 
When p = 1 result 5.4 can be extended ' at each end'. 
COROLLARY. Fop l < q < 00 lhese are equivalent : 
(i) 6. E W(l , q) ., 
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(iii) q I cc WL ( G) "· I 6 c L ( G) A I 6 ., and 
(iv) WLq' (C);.16 c C(C) ;' j6 
. 
Proof. (i ) => (ii) fo]lows as 1n 5.4 (i ) => (ii). 
(ii) ~ (iii). Since (ii) => (i), 5.4 yields this. 
I 
(iii) => (iv). If f E Lq (G) , by [31], (32. 30), there exist 
I 
and f O E Lq (G) with f = g * f 0 . By (iii) there 1s 
h0 E L
00
(G) with Wf0 16 = ft 0 16 . Setting h = g * h0 gives h E C' (G) and 
h j 6 = gh0 I 6 = g~1?0 I 6 
:;:: Wfl6 
as required. 
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(iv) ~ (i). Again, (iv) implies (ii i ) so thi s 1s contained 1n 5.4. // 
5.8. 
More can a l so be sai<l when p :;:; 2 
THEOREM. Fo 1'1 1 <q<oo ., 6 E W(2, q) 1:ff 
I [~E6 r r, 2 V J' E Lq (C) ., I W( XJf'(X) I ::: K( 6 , i.1 , 2 > q) 1/J'llq I . (5 . 8. 1) 
Proof. (·--•'J Suppose j' E Lq '( C) . By 5.4 (iv) and not e (ii) , 
~E6 wcxJfCx)tCx) = LxE 6 gCx)t Cx) 
:;:: I&* l(eJ I 
< JjgJl2ill/l2 ::: KJI J'Ji
4
, illll2 -
:;:: Kliillq ,[L_xE6 JlcxJ 1 2t 
for <P E F( 6) we may choo se t E :t ( C) with t = Wf • s,~ . Co11sequcntly 6 
[z;rn Jwcx)/Cx) 12] s Kilfllq ,[~EL\ JwcxJ.fCxl 12f 
whence [~ELI j W(xl Jex) 1 2t S Kllfllq , . 
c~) . Pars eval I s identl ty vvi th the hypothesis guarantee 
5.9. 
so 
By chooslng an approximate identity the method of 5.8 shows 6 E W(2, oo) 
Since W(l, oo) c W(2, oo) we have thus dealt with the case q ~ co of 
5.7. Alternatively, (i~( C), L~(G)] ~ l 2 (LI) when 1 s p s 2 . 
5. 10. 
Summarizing what we have gleaned about W-Sidon sets by virtue of 5.1: 
COROLLARY. If' 6 -is W-Sidon then 
(ii) V f E L ~ (G) , Twf E I{ (G) whenever 2 < p < oo and 
(iii) 'rJ l1 E M6 (G) , Tw2lJ E I{(C) whenever 2 < p < 00 and 
(iv) V ¢ E Z2 (11), 3 j' E C'(C) Buch that fl6 = wcp and 
and 
(v) if l < p s 2 and f E iP(C) then 
Proof. All are obvious except possibly (iii). If µ E M
6
(G) and 
2 < p < 00 , by (i) an<l (ii), 
5. 11 . 
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If we are prepared to suppress the changing signs aspect of its proof 
and forgo an estimate of the constant involved, a quick proof of 5.10 (i) 
follows from (13], (2.3). (If f E C'(G) and µ E M
6
(G) then f * µ E C
6
(C) 
Wf/,~ E z 1 (X) hence if 6 1s W-Si<lon, ~ A So IIWPii 2 < 00 • ) This method 1va s 
applied to p-Sidon sets 1n [19]. 
5. 12. 
, 
We may now continue 2.12 from (2.12.2). We know 3 f E LP (G) with 
1 
Jill= w. If 2 < p < 00 ' 5.10 (v) shows [;Ell IW(x) 14r -21w116/'1Jr ilp , ' 
so w E z 4 c 6) . 
5. 13. 
When W = 1 the inclusions implied by 5.10 for 1-Sidon sets are, by 
Parseval's formula, equalities. ln fact these are the only W-Sidon set s 
with equality: 
THEOREM. 6 is Sidon whenever it 1.,s W-Sidon and one of t hese ho ld.3 : 
(i i J r/0 cc;) A I L\ c w L 2 c 6) , 
(iii) C'(G) 16 c Wl 2 (t:.) , 
(iv) L~ (Lr) Al 6 c Wl 2 (l:i) for 2 < p < 00 , and 
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Proof. Theorem 2.6, as used in 2.8, makes short work of thes e . JI 
5. 14. 
From 5.10 (iv) arises the question of whether there is a bounded linear 
map L : l 2 (6) -+ C(G) which has the restriction (or W-restriction) property 
(see 2.18). Note now however that the existence of such a map is not a 
pr~or1, sufficient to ensure 6 1s (W-)Sidon. For the unweighted case we 
have: 
THEOREM. fl c X 'lB finite iff there iB a continuous lineari mcrp 
L l 2 (6) -,. L
00
(G) (or· C(G) ) with the riestriction property . 
Proof. If 6 is finite and ¢ E Z2 (6) set Lcp = LxEt q;(x)x E T6 (G) 
Evidently L is linear with the restriction property and it s norm 1s 
dominated by v(6) . 
Conversely, as in 2.20 (b), L is a Banach space isomorphi sm . But 
is also isomorphic (qua Banach space) to L2 (G) 6 - a closed sub space 
So by [27], Theorem 1, z2(6) 1s finite dimen s ional. 
Consequently 6 is finite, // 
As in 2.22, the weighted analogue remains an open question. 
The most we can prove (using the method of 5.4) is that if 
L ·. l 2 (") -+ C(G) t. d 1 · . tl h W . t. t u 1s con 1nuous an 1near w1 1 t e -restr1c 10n proper y 
then 6 E W(l, 2) Thjs in itself need not imply WE z2 (6) as can be 
seen by taking 6 an jnfinite Si<lon set . 
5. 15. 
So far we have discussed the behaviour of Tvf wh en TI 1s a 6 - spectra l 
measure or LP-function and 6 15 W-Sidon . What about 
Immediately from 2.4 (viii) : 6 1s W-Siclon if£ 
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From 2.8 (i) this inclusion is proper whenever 6 1s not Sidon. 
By 2.23 (ii), TW(PM6 (G)) c M6 (G) iff WE l
2 (6J , so PM
6
(G) does not 
collapse under the action of TW whenever 6 is a nontrivial W-Sidon set . 
5. 16. 
We now deduce more about those W E W( 6) . Specia li sing to T (though 
(5.16.l) holds in general) we use : 
THEOREM. Let If' q;F E n { rf ( T) /', 1 ::=: p < w} 
lhen 'r/ a > O ., 
Proof. Successive applications of 2.5 and 2.3 show th at whenever 
So our hypothesis entails 
V p E (1, 00) , V g E LP (T) , 4EZ jF(n)g(n) I < 00 (5 .1 6.lJ 
Now 
an<l 
3 g 
if 0 < CJ. < l th en by [ 15 J , exercise 7.8, there exist p E ( 1 , (1- rJ.J -1) 
LP (T) A -a g E such that g(n) :::: n for n f. 0 . 
If Ci ::: 1 then the map n 1--+ n -a be longs to l 2 ( Z\{O}) hence 
E L2 (T) A -a with g(n) = n ) whenever n f. O . 
In either case substitution into (5.16.1) yields f jF(n) ·n-ul < w 
'--rt/0 
as required. / / 
NOTE. In 6.12 we show the converse of this Theorem to be false. 
5. 17. 
The information this gives about W from 5.10 (ii) 1s: 
COROLLARY. If 6 -is W- Sidon then V µ E M 6 ( T) ., 'r/ u. ,,, 0 ., 
Proof. 00 ln fact if ~El (Z) (not merely c 0 (Z) ) and 6 1s W-Sidon 
then by 1.3 (ii), /;,. lS t W<P -Sidon. Hence by 5.10 (ii) whenever 
µ E Ml', (G) , q,w2µ E n{ L1 (G) A : 1 :" p < 00} so the conclusion follows by 
5.16. // 
5. 18. 
00 
Using l (Z) rather than c 0 (Z) above seems to be stronger. However 
1n this cont~xt they are equivalent. 
THEOREM. Let F E C X Then <PF belongs to l ~ p < oo} 
00 for all <PE c0(X) iff it does for all <PE Z (X) • 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. 
Conversely <PF E rfcc)A for all ¢ E co(X) , for some large p hen ce 
we may define K : c0 (X) -+ LP (G) by (K<Pf' = <PF , so that K 1s continuous 
and linear by a boundedness argument. Taking biduals, K** 
(since Lp(G) is reflexive) is also continuous, and an easy calculation 
shows cx~~<P) A =<PF. II 
NOTE. It might be hoped that a tight necessary condition for WE W( 6) 
follows from 5.17 by eliminating µ somehow to give a purely combin atorial 
property. However the /;,.-spectral measures compensate for the varying 
thickness of I::,., so we must turn to other means for this. 
5. 19. 
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The following incisive definition due to Edwards, Hewitt and Ross ([16]) 
generalises arithmetic progressions in Z and finite subgroups in N Z(p) . 
It is therefore the natural implement for establishing structural properties 
of lacunary sets. 
If F c F(X) , F will be called a test family of order m iff every 
element of it is nonempty and 
<I> E F} = m < oo . 
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5.20. 
THEOREM. I f 6 E W(p , q) where 1 s p s 2 and 1 < q < 00 , and F & S 
a test family of order m then for each ¢ E F, 
~E~n6 jW(X) 1
2 
S K(6, W, p , q) 2mv(¢) 2/q . 
Proof. If ~, ~ E F(~ are nonempty then since v(~) s v(¢~ -l) , by 
l.ll (iii) we are assured of a t E T(G) such that 
ti¢= l 
t jX\¢~~-l == 0 
0 s t s 1 
and 
Set f = ~E¢n6 W(x)t(x)x so that f E T¢n6 ( G) and 
11!11 2 = [~E<l>ni\ !w(xl 12r . Then 
) I 12 ) A A 
'J(E¢n6 wcx) = 'J(E¢n6 W( x) wcx) t(x) t( x) 
= [AE¢n6 wc x) f(x) t (x) 
= ;E<Pni\ W()() Cf') ' CX) • Ia tX 
= Ia t[~E<Pni\ W(xlCf'l ACX)XJ 
= Ia t (Twf'r (where iJCx) = g (£ 1) ) 
< lltll ,IITwf*II q q 
< 11 t 11 q , K II f * I Ip 
S KJJtJJq , JJfJJ 2 · 
Now by Holder's inequality lltllq ' s JJtJJ ~- 2/qJJtlJ~ /q . Also, 
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2 IA )2 lltil 2 = I _1 tCx) s L _1 1 = XE¢~~ XE¢~~ 
Thus 
so 
Choosini ¢ E F and ~ = ¢-l , this gives 
s ~
2
m
1
-
2lq • m2/q • v(¢) 2/q by definition of F 
= K2mv(¢) 2/q as required. // 
5. 21 . 
COROLLARY. If 6 is W-Sidon and F i-s a test family of order m then 
for each ~ E F with v(¢) ~ 3, 
Proof. By hypothesis and 5.10 (ii), 6 E W(2, q) whenever 
k 
q E (2, 00) with K(6, W, 2, q) S 2JIWJJ 6q
2 
• So by 5.20 when q E (2, 00) , 
Taking q = 2 log v(<P) so that q > 2 whenever v(¢) ~ 3 , this entails 
5.22. 
This means that if E > 0 , the number of elements of 6 1n ¢ vJith 
I W( x) I > E remains small as <P enlarges. For if I we x) I > E then 
E
2 
• V(<!> n LI} :5 ;E<l>nll jW(X) 12 :5 K • log V(<l>) 
2 hence v(<P n 6) s K • E log v(<P) . 
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5.23. 
For q = 00 the method in 5.20 yields: 2 K m l lov1ever 
this is hardly surprising in view of 5.9. 
5.24. 
Some sets of weighted type rnay be characterised using a nw.jorant 
property similar to that introduced lD 2.24. Suppose w E C X 
THEOREM. For 2 < q < co J 6 E W(2, q) 1,, . -'Jj' 
f E L1(G) irrp lieD w I f'l E Li(G)r . 
Proof. (--;;.) lf f E Li(C;J with q.,, 2 then f' E Li(C;J hence; 
we can write f = f 1 vJhcre 
fj E L~(G) and fj > 0 . Since ;E/1 f/xl 2 <"' , by [31], (36.6), there 
exists <j, E T11 with ;E/1 <j,(xlf/xlx E L1(G) for al l p < 00 In 
particular so by hypothesis 
This hol<ls for < .1· - 4 ,..,,)- ,.1rA (,. L1i c·r: J/ . - _, • ..,., ,., . w • (.1.s rcqu1.ray, II 
5.25. 
REMARKS (i). The result above uses only the second exponent and thus 
provides more eviJence that sets of type W(2, q) behav e analugously to 
J\ (p) se t s. 
(ii). Jf A E h'(2, q) then 6 E jWl(2, qJ , for 1;,1 c.; may lkfjn(; 
¢ E C;.: by 
l we xJ I/ we x) if w c x) t- o , 
¢CxJ = 
0 othe:rwisc 
and then if f E L~(G) , ¢Iii E L~(G)A hence 
llowever in general there remains a disparity betwe en the expressions 
WJ.fl and jrv'f'I appearing above and in 2.24 respectively . 
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CHAPTER 6 
BADLY BEHAVED RANDOM FOURIER SERIES 
6.0. 
In this chapter we assume G 1s infinite and pursue the study of th e 
operators Tep defined in 2.10; but now we restrict their domain to C(G) . 
By Parseval '·s identity, T cp : C(G) -+ L 2 (G) 00 whenever ¢El (X) . Edwards 
has shown ((13], (2.8)) that in general L2 (G) cannot be replaced by any 
smaller LP space - more precisely, 00 3 ( ¢, f) E l ( X) x C ( G) such that 
T cpf f U { LP ( G) : 2 < p s 00 } • 
Motivated by the condition appearing in 5.16, we show considerably 
more can be said about f. In the case of T, it can be chosen to a l so 
satisfy < co 'v a > O . To handle s uch expressions we 
introduce the following functions . 
6. l . 
Refer to [SJ, Chapter IV, §6.2 for the definition of lower semi-
continuity - hereafter written LSC. 
If F is a vector space and also a topologica l space then a map 
S F-+ R will be called a dart if£ 
( i) S' is LSC, 
(ii) S(O) = 0 and V f E F , D(f) > 0 , 
(iii) S(f+g) < S(f) + S(g) , V f, g E F , and 
(iv) S(Af) s S(f) , V f E F , VA E C with !Al s 1 . 
Darts also find a use in [14], (7 . 5 .1); their name reflects the 
intuitive impact of (i) and (iii). 
Some easy but import ant properties are: 
(a) S (mf) s mS (f) , V f E F , 'v m E N 
(iv) . 
( b) s Cf) = s C - f) , V f E F For by (iv), 
s C - f) s s Cf) = s C - - f) s s C - fJ 
( C) V f E F , V A E C , S' CAf) S mS (f) where I A I < m E N If 
(d) 
0 t A EC choose n EN with O < l~I - n s l 
D(!,,f) ~ s[ifr [n+( l>- 1-nJJfJ 
s s[ifr nt] + s[ifr CIAl-nJtJ by (iii) 
< nS(f) + S(f) by (iv) and (a) 
= (n+l)S(fJ . 
lf S 1s a dart for each m EN then so is 
m 
) 2-(m+l)s 
LrnEN rn 
For f E F 
Let S denote the new function - it clearly satisfies (li), (iii) and 
Since 2-(m+l) S 
m 
1s LSC so too 1s ~ 2-(m+l) 8 l,n=O m Thus s , 
being the upper envelope of these truncated sums, 1s LSC. So S is a dart. 
6.2. 
Rather than considering T¢ co ¢ E Z (X) by a 
00 
l (X) for we replace 
subset Q ~ {il}X with the product topology, for which it 1s compac t and 
hence !Jul.re (for an oxpu;;;ition of Bulre spaces see [8], §7). The opera t or s 
T , w E Q, now reassemble the Fourier series of a function whilst w 
changing the signs of its Fourier coefficients. 
6.3. 
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LEMMA. there exist {t : n E N} c T( G) 
n -
lf 
and {w : r E N} c r2 such that /I t II :s 1 , V n E N and f or• each r• E N ., P - n co 
(6 . 3 .1 ) 
Proof. By [13), (2.6), for each r EN there exist uJ E S-t and 
I' 
6.4. 
n E N} c T(G) with /lu II S l and 
r ,n 00 J g T u 7 oo as G r wr r,n 
Upon writing {t 
n 
n E N} for the 'diagonal' enumeration of 
(r, n) E N2}, the conclusion follows. II 
The basic category argument can now be given. 
THEOREM; Let r EN} and {t : n EN} be as i,n 6.3 and 
n 
suppose F c C(G) and 8 :F +R satisfy 
(i) F . II • 11 2-corrrp lete subspace of C(G) -is a , 
(ii) S' i,a a dart on F with the 11 • ll 2 topology, and 
(iii) 'tJ E > 0 , V n E N , 3 \i E X such that \itn E F and 
S'(y t) < E. 
''YI. n 
1."he conclusion is 3 (w, f) E r2 x P such that S(f) < 00 yet V r E N , 
Proof. Let S = {f E F: S(f) < 00 } • Topologised with the metric 
d(f, g) = llf-gll 2 + S(f-g) , S becomes a complete metrisable topological 
group. For (ii) implies cl ls u motric (wlth the aid of 6.1 (b)); 
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6.1 (iii) shows pointwise addition is continuous on S, and 6.1 (i) implies 
S is complete. 
In particular, S 1s a Baire space . 
Suppose the conclusion is false . Then V (w , f) E rt ,<, S 3 r• E N 
such that f jg '.L' fl < u., G r, w We aim to contradict (6.3.lJ and proceed in a 
number of steps. 
(1) For r EN define Jr r2 X s -r R by Jr ( w, f) = f I g T f I · G r w 
Following our standard practice, single variable notation will be employed. 
Suppose (r, f) EN x S . We show 1: ~ + R in LSC. 
The Riemann-Lebesgue lenuna together with discreteness of X shows 
sp f is countable. So we may replace a net {w : a ED} c ~ for which 
a 
Jf(wa) S A < 00 , Va ED by a sequence (since it suffices to consider 
domain (wa) c sp f , Va ED). 
Suppose {w : m EN} lS a sequence with Jf(wm) < A < oo , V m E N -m 
and w ....,. /Jj 1n ~ 
m 
We show yi J f(w) s A too. 
For cp E F(X) and n E ~ set 
q, Ix A Tnf = Ew nCx)fCx)x E T(G) . 
2 {T~f <J> E F(X)} Tcpf-T f " 2 Then = LxEx\w l!Cx) I hence the net n n 2 
converges 1n L2 (G) to Let E > 0 • We seek m
0 
EN such th at 
m > m0 implies 
For any cp c X, 
111' f-:J.1 fll W" w 2 
m 
[ /',. 2]~ [ A 2] ~ = 2 IxEx\cp l!Cx) I + IxE<P I (wCx) -wm(x)) f(x) I . 
Choosing <J> finite with [;EX\<J> [.f'Cx) [2]'}' < E/2 , by definition of the 
proJuct topology, 3 m0 E N such that m > m0 implies 
A 2 IxE¢ I (w(x) -wm(x)) f(x) I = o . 
Thus whenever m > m
0 
, IIT f-T fll2 < E • w w 
m 
w j r~ :::: ul I <1, v/h e:r1CC; 
m 
So T f + T f 1n L2(G) hence there 1s a subsequence 
w w 
m 
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for which T f + T f a.e., whence 
w w 
mk 
lg T fl + lg T fl r w r w 
mk 
a.e. Consequently f lg T f] S A by l1 a tou's l emma C r w 
(the form given say by [53], Corollary 3, p. 36), as required. 
(2) We next show V f ES, 3 r EN, 3 K > O such that V w E n , 
r Jf(w) S K . 
If (m, r) E N2 define n(m , r) = {w En : Jf(w) ~ m} 
each rl(m, r) is closed and, by hypothesis, n ;;;; u{n(rn, r) 
By step (1) 
Since n ls Baire, thi s means some n(m, r) has nonempty interior so 
3 (m, r) E N2 , J WOE n, J ~ E F( x) such that V w ED, if 
w I 'P ;;;; w0 I cp then "r(uJ) s m . 
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Suppose cp;;;; {x0 , ... , Xz} and let E;, • denote J E;,{x.} J for O s j < l . 
Since E;,. f n consider 
J 
X V, the vector subspace of R generated by 
nu {E;,0 , ... , E;,z} , and whose canonical element e is ~ 0 a .w. + \~ 0 B .E;, . l..£= i, i, LJ= J J 
where N E N and a., S. E R Extend Jr to V by setting 1., J f 
Jf(8) 
= f c gr L,xEx " l'l e Cx) fCx) x , V 8 E V . It lS easily checked that Jf 
is sublinear on V - it 1s well defined since 1n addition, if O s j < l, 
"f(~j) = f c gr L,xEx ~jCxlfCx)x = f c lgrf(xj) xj l 
< JJf'l1 0 J g)l l 
Now assume w En . Setting 
w(x) if XE X\¢ 
yields w1 En and w1 1¢;;;; w0 1¢ whence Jf(w1) s m But 
W = w1 + ): O [ w (X . ) -w0 (X . ) ] ~ . . Thus 'J-:;;. J J J 
JfCwl s "f(w1) + L}=o lw(xj)-w0 (xjl IJ/(sj) 
- m + llfllwllgy,111 ~=0 (l w(x}l+l wo(x)ll 
Sm + 2(l+l) /l f'll 00 //gr/1 1 
which is independent of w . So the claim follows. 
( 3) For r EN define r -J : S -+ R by 
w E 0} . 
For f ES , (2) shows 3 r EN with J 1'f < co • So letting 
S(r, m) = {!ES : Jrf s m} for 
S = U{S(r,, m) : (r, m) E N2} • 
2 (r, m) EN , we have 
llence there is a subsequence for which T f -+ T f a.e. 
l enuna , f 
O 
I g /L'J) < >,, , 
w nk w 
'v n E N implies f jgrT fl s A 
G 
So by fatou• s 
Thus each / 1s LSC and Jr 1s too. So each S(r, m) 1s c l osed (Jj 
and ono of tl1cm must have nonvold interior. By translating to the or1g1n, 
2 
3 (a, M) EN , 3 E > 0 such that 'tJ f E F , //fjJ 2 + S(f) < E imp li es 
J8f _ M • 
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(4) Now use 6.4 (i ii ) to choose , for each n EN , a Art EX such that 
Xntn E F and s (Xntn) - 1 (where (3) and might hC 11 < 2 E E J s given 1n as 
be less than 2 ) . Set -1 that E S by 6.4 (ii) . V = 2 E~t so V n n n 
For f E C(C) , x* E X and r E N , 
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/ cx*f) sup{t 
A Q} = gp LxEX W(X)f(X*X)X w E 
sup{t 
A Q} = X*gP LxEX w(x*X)f(X*X)X w E 
sup{JG 
A 
w En} = gp LxEX W(X*X)f(X*X)X*X 
This means /(v) 
. n 
= Jp(f) . 
= 2- 1€Jp (t ) 
n ' so in particular Js(v) ~ oo as n n ~ 00 by 
(6.3.1). 
On the other hand if n EN, 
llv 11 2 + s(v ) n n by 6.4 (ii) 
-1 -1 
< 2 € + 2 € = € . 
So (3) shows for each n EN, J8(v) s M This contradiction completes n 
the proof of the theorem. // 
6.5. 
NOTE. In hYPotheses 6.4 (i) and (ii), 11 · 11 2 may be replaced by ll·llp 
for any p E [2, 00 ] • Then, redefining d on S x S by 
d(f,g) = Jlf-gllp + S(f-g) , the proof goes through. 
6.6. 
The first modification of 6.4 permits us to deal with countably many 
darts. I am indebted to Professor Edwards for assistance with an early 
version of this result. 
THEOREM. Let {g 
p 
Suppose that fop m EN~ 
P E N} ~ {t : n EN} and F be as in 6.4. n 
S ~s a daPt satisfying 
m 
(i) V n EN thePe ~s a constant K = K(n) such that V m EN~ 
xt E F implies S (xt) S K~ and 
n m n 
(ii) V € > 0 ., V (n, N) E N2 ., 3 XE X such that xt E F and 
n 
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1~en 3 (w, f) E ~ x F such that V m EN., S (fl < 00 and V r EN ., 
m 
JG I gr,'l'J I ~ 00 
Proof. Define S : C' (G) + R. by S (f) = 4nEN 2-(m+l)Sm(f) . We claim 
S satisfies· the hypotheses of 6. 4. By 6. 1 (d) it 1s a dart. Suppose 
£ > D and n EN . With K as 1n (i) we may choose NE N with 
t' 2-(m+l)K < c 2N+l(2N+l_ 1)-l ~ >N ~ whenever O s m s N. By (i) , 
s (xt ) = ~ 2-Cm+l)s (xt) 
n LmEN m n 
- 1 - l 
< 2 l + 2 E = C 
Consequently we may apply 6.4 to S to find (w, f) E r, x P for which 
S (f) < oo and V r E N , f I g 'j1 f I = OO G r w Evidently Sm (f) <co , V m E N 
as required. / / 
6.7. 
The second adJ'unct to 6.4 utilises th e scnuence {g 
'i yi Y· E N} . 
COROLLARY. Let G be metr~aable and auppoBe {sm :m E N} and F 
are a8 in 6. 6. 'J.1hen 3 (w, f) E r2 X F such that Sm(F) < co ., 'tJ m E N 
and j'or each nonempty open aubaet K of G t 11· rlP = (I;.; 7vhenever· ., w 
2<p s 00 • 
Proof. Since G 1s metrisable there is a countable open basis 
{K. -i E N} at e (see [31], (8. 3)). Restricting the measure structure 
-i 
from G to K. we know (see [32], (13.28)) that 
i, 
n{ LP ( K . ) \L 2 ( K • ) . 1 '.:' p < 2} "f 0 - so let g . be an element of it. 
'1, '1, 
'1, 
Extending g. to G by taking g. j G\K = 0 we have 
'1, '1, 
g. E n{rfCG) . 1 :s p < 2} yet g.sK f L 2 CG) . 
'1, '1, • 
'1, 
So by Theorem 6.6, 3 Cw, f) E s-2 X F such ' that s Cf) < 00 r/ m 
m ' 
yet V i E N ., Io lgisK.Twfl = 00 Now LP -duality ensures that for '1, 
2 < p < 00 
-
' 
Finally suppose KCG is nonempty and open. Then 3 x E G and 
. E N with xK. c K whence f IT tip ~ f IT tip = t. IT tip '1, = 00 '1, - K w xK. w w 
1, 1, 
whenever 2 < p < 00 II 
6.8. 
We now return to examples of darts. 
THEOREM. Let F be a 11 · 11 -complete subspace of CCG) for some p 
2 s p s 00 and suppose with 
!J.1hen .3 Cw, f) E n x P such that T f f U{LP CG) 
w 
LxEx ll/Jn/X)fCx) 11m+ll < 00 whenever m EN. 
If 
Proof. For m EN define S : CCG) + R by 
m 
then 
then S Cf) s A too; so 6.1 (i) holds. 
m 
2 < p s 00 } yet 
Conditions 6.1 (ii), (iii) and (iv) are clear for each S so it 
m 
E N 
< co 
remains to verify 6.6 (i) and (ii). For t E TCG) let a = max{l, lltll } . 
00 
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Then for any x0 EX and m EN, 
sm(xot) > llJlm(x) (xot) /' Cx) 1/m+l I 
= '-)::Espt 
s av(sp t) sup{ lllJJ II : m E N} . m co 
So 6.6 (i) holds. 
If E > 0 , 0 ¢ t E T(G) and NE N then there exist 
{ '!) m : O < m s N} c F (X) for which x EX\~ implies 
m 
I I -1 1 -1/m+l lpm(X) < EV(sp t) Jtl/ 00 • Selecting x0 EX so that 
x0 sp t c X\U{~m : 0 s ms N} (possible because X is infinite) yields, 
whenever O ~ m ~ N, 
. sm ( Xo t) = Lx EX I lJl m C x) t ( Xo x) l Im+ 1 I 
= Lx EX I lJl m (xo x) t C x) 1 / m+ 1 I < E • 
Thus 6.6 (ii) follows. 
Applying 6.6 with gr = g E n{if (G) \L2 (G) : 1 s p < 2} as 1n 6. 7 
(though K = G now) we deduce 3 (w, f) E ~ x F such that V m EN, 
6.9. 
When Y c X permits F to be replaced by FY 1n 6.4 (iii) the 
conclusion of 6.4 may be strengthened to include f E FY An important 
example of this allows us to turn to connected groups. By suppressing F 
and supposing s to be related to < we have: 
-
THEOREM S'uppoae X ia or•dered by < with X = { X E X : X ::: e } -
+ 
(aee [ 44]., 8.1.1). Let {s : m E N} be darts on C(G) satisfying: m 
(i} V E > 0 ., V t E T(G) ., 3 X E X with s ext) < E ., 
m 
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(iii) 
Then 
sup{S (X) : m E N, X E x} < 00 
m 
3 (w, f) E ~ x ex (G) 
+ 
with s (f) 
m 
'1' f f { LP (CJ : 2 < p s a:,} . 
w 
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< co 
., V m E N ye t 
Proof. We check the hypotheses of 6.4 (replacing 11 · 1/ b v /l · /1 J 1rith 2 / (f) 
-
- ) 2 -(m+l) , as F and S l-mEN Sm . Clearly it suffices to verify, in 
lieu of 6.4 .(iii), V c > 0 , Vt E T(C) , 3 XE X such that xt E C'y (CJ 
·+ 
an<l S'(Xt) < C • For then choosing g as in 6.7 or 6.8 gjves the result. 
- r· 
Suppose c > 0 and t E T(C) , and choose a EN with 
A 
a > { I t ( x) l : X E X} . For x0 E X and m E N , 
s (x0t) s LEX s (tCx)x0x) m x m 
"5- uv(sp t) sup{S'rr/XJ : X E X, m E N} = v-
w . 6 6 d 1 N E N l h )' . 2- (m+ l J K < 2 - l c now argue as 1n . an c oose suc1 tat ~>H £ . 
By 6.9 (i), if O s m ~ N, 3 Y. EX such that 
'in 
Choosing x~ EX so that -1 X;( ::: X 't/ XE sp t and 
0 ~ms N, we have sp x*t c ~+ and, by 6.9 (ii), 
< L . // 
6. l O. 
REMARKS. ( i) When C 1s T \v(; may take, 1n 6. 8 , 
l if n = 0 
lJJ (nJ = 
m 
log O ••• m ... 0 log(lnlJ-l if n E Z {O} 
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or 
1 if n = 0 
l/J (n) = 
m 
n-a if n E Z\{O} . 
Since Z is both ordered and countable we have shown: 
such that whenever 2 < p < co and 
Kc T 1s nonempty and open, yet for all a, SE (0, 1) , 
Herein, N may be rep laced by [ n
0
, co) or 
(-co, no] for any no E Z . 
(ii ) We cannot expect to conclude f E FY when y lS too sparse. For 
when y E 1\(p) with 2 < p < 00 f E Cy(G) implies T f E L~(G) c LP (G) , 
w 
which precludes TJ' f U{if (G) : 2 < p s 00 } • 
(iii) Obviously we may take F = C(G) 1n any of the preceeding 
theorems. We may also let F denote the smallest complete subspace of C(C) 
containing {xt : x EX, n EN} , however ignorance of the t makes thi s 
n n 
fairly elusive. 
6. 11 . 
It might be hoped that by a judicious choice of F and {s : m E N} 
m 
we could say more about f. Some negative results in this direction are: 
( a ) f f U { l p ( X) : 1 S p < 2 } For if f E zP(X) with 1 s p < 2 
then whenever w En, wf E zP(X) too so by the Hausdorff-Young 
theorem, ' T f E LP (G) , 
w 2 < p' S 00 • 
(b) f cannot be of bounded variation over T (hence not absolutely 
continuous). For if f is of bounded variation then 
f ( n) ;:; 0 ( I n I -1 ) ( s e e [ 1 5 ] , 2 . 3 . 6) hen c e f E LP ( Z) when 
1 < p < 2 so the result follows from (a). 
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( C) f cannot belong to a Lipschitz class over T If f belongs t o 
the Lipschitz class of order a. (0 < a. < 1) over T v~e may 
choose with 2 < < 2 so that 1 1 0 By [ 3] ' p a. + - > 2a.+l p 2 . p 
§3, p. 215, 
[L1k l~n rip l.f(k) IP = o(n-(a+l/2-1/p)) 
hence f E zP (Z) . Again, the result follows from (a) . 
6. 12. 
The results above have shown the existence of w ED. By using [13], 
(1.4) to modify (2.6) (Zoe. cit.), S1 in 6.3 may be replaced by c 0 ( X) . 
Consequently this substitution can also be made in the results above giving 
1n particular: 3 (w, f) E c0 (Z) x C( T) such that w.f f n1~p<co lf(T) 
yet ~#O ln-a.f(n) I < 00 , Va> 0 . This proves the claim made in th e note 
to 5.16. 
6. 13. 
Grothendieck [26], Helgason [30] and Edwards [13] have proved an oth er 
00 
result about random series: , , i f F E ex with v (Jj E r2 , FuJ E L ( C) / 
1 then F E l (X) II Using its bad behaviour associate and the argument in 
6.4 we can also strengthen their result using darts. 
LEMMA. 'l'he11e exist {t : n E N} c T (G) and w E rG such lhat 
n 
't/ n E N ye t + 00 
Proof. Choose g E C(G)\A(G) . By [ 13] , (3.2), th er e ex i s t 
{t : n E N} c 'P(G) and w E r2 with lltnll1 - 1 yet J g'f t + c.o n r, w n (j 
:\ E R such that IIT t II 
- " ' V n E N then I gT t < AJlgl1 00 - a -w n C w n 
contradict ion. So IIT t II + 00 • / / 
w n 
If 
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6. 14. 
THEOREM. Let { t : n E N} and w E D be as above and suppose S 'is n 
a dart on L 1 (G) satisfying V E> 0, V n EN , 3 X,, EX such that 
8 (\itn) < C • Then 3 (w, f) E Sl x L 1 (G) such that T ft M(G) yet 
(JJ 
S(f) < CX) . 
Proof. We use the same method as 6.4, redefining 
S ~ {f E L 1(cJ : S(f) < 00 ) and d(f, g) ~ //f-g//
1 
+ S(f-g) If the 
conclusion were false, V (w, f) ED x S, T f E M(G) . 
w We contradict th e 
lemma by progressing through steps similar to 6.4. 
( 1 ) For f E S 1 et ft r = { w E D : 11 T wf 11 S r} whenever r E N I f a 
sequence w tend s to w 1n D (as before we may convert net s to s 
sequences) and l/ :Z1 fJ/ s r , 
w 
8 
Vs EN there is a subsequence converging 
weakly to a µ E M(G) Yet (T f)" + T f pointwise hence µ = T f . So 
w w w s 
II T wf // S 1 im inf { I/ T w f I/ : s E N} s r and each n 
r 
1s c lo sed . 
B 
(2) Step (2) of 6.4 now applies to give: V f ES , 3 r > 0 such tha t 
'tJ w E St , 11 T wf 11 S r . 
(3) Define J : S + R by Jf;:: sup{ /1:TJII w ED} whi ch 15 finite,by 
(2), so letting S = {f E S : Jf s m} (for m E N ) we have 
m 
U{S : m EN}= S . Repeating the argument in step (1) above , each S 15 
m m 
closed. So one has a nonen~ty interior and trans lating to the or1g1n, 
3 £ > 0 , 3 m > 0 with V f E S , /l f/1 1 + S(f) < E implies Jf s m . 
( f) As in s t e p ( 4) of 6 . 4 , J ( X ;4}') = J ( j') , V X '* E X , 'tJ f E L 1 ( G J 
Hence r edefining V 
n 
On the other hand 
as before , lemma 6.13 shows J(v) + oo ~ith n . 
n 
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llv 11 1 + s(v ) s 2- 1cllt 11 + s (x1 t ) _ c , n n n ''n n 
so that V n EN , J(v) s m. 
n 
This contra<liction establishes the theorem. II 
6. 15. 
REMARKS. (i) The previous examples of S yield results 1n the sanie 
vein as the others. 
(ii) Agajn, ~ may Le replaced by c
0
(X) But thi s tin1e;, an e a s y 
corollary to (3.1) 1n [13J needs to Le inserted paralleling (1.4) l oc . cit . 
APPENDIX 
SOME HISTORICAL NOTES 
A.O. 
Ve place the results and 1ncthods of this thesls in historical 
perspective. 'fhe remarks below make no pretence at giving an overall 
summary of the topics involved, but supplement the text. 
A. l . 
A sub s e t { ±n k : k E N } of Z ( n k > 0) is c c1 11 e d I-I ad am a rd if f 
inf{nk+l/nk : k EN} > 1 . 
The study of lacunary, or gap-riddled, sets in harmonic analysis see1ns 
to have begun \vhen F. R i.esz [ 42] proved that lladamard se ts whose inf 
exceeds 2 satisfy 0.8 (iv) for G = T Many conditions highli ght ed 111 
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toJay's abstract theory originated frorn a series of pupcrs ([46J, [4 7] , l48], 
[ 49], [SOJ, and [51J) in \vhich Sidon established them for Had amard sets. 
Two other conditions, (5.8.1) and 5.13 (iii), were proved for the case 
W = l and 6 Hadamard in [54] and [45] respectively. 
These results all have the form: if 6 is arithmetically thin then 
6-spectral measures and functions arc vc1'y w 11 behav J. Grc:Jdually attention 
fo used on these analytic properties in [2], (33] and [43], whilst Kahane 
(34] actually defined Sidon (or Szidon) sets in Z . They were transplanted 
to compact abelian groups by Rudin in [44] and to compact groups 1n [31]. 
Recent work in the last context is also <lue to Dunkl and Ramirez. 
A.2. 
Because tl1e good behaviour associated\ ith Sidon sets has provided 
counterexamples in other parts of harmonic analysis, they have stimulated 
num rous generalisations. The first, due to Rudin ((43]), were A(pJ sets. 
It should briefly be recalled that for O < p , q < 00 , 6 j s of type; 
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(p' q) iff 
- so that it suffices to consider p < q 
H~lder's inequality sho1 s that if O < r < p < q < 00 , 6 is of type (r, q) 
iff it is of type (p, q) - that is, the type of 6 depends only on the 
larger exponent. TI1is culminates in the definition of 0.8. ate it 
follows from the theorem of Grothendieck used in 5.14 (closed subspaces of 
rf (G) 00 contained 1n L (G) are finite dimensional) that, had we defined 
them, all sets of type (p, oo) would be finite (the converse 1s obvious). 
Zygmund ([55]) showed that each lladamard set is /\(p) for 1 < p < oo 
and Rudin exploited Rademacher functions to extend this firstly to Sidon 
sets in T [43] then to compact abelian groups 1n [44]. This is the 
ancestry of 5.1. 
The equivalence theorem for A(p) sets, yielding 5.4, 1s also due to 
Rudin [43]. 
The method of S. 20 was previously developed by Rudin ( [ 43]) and Ed\vard s , 
Hewitt and Ross [16]. 
A.3. 
Riesz products, used in Chapter 3, were introduced by Rie sz (4 2] t o 
prove the result mentioned in A.l, and now form a basic tool in l acunari ty 
theory. 
Our 3.5 stems from a result of Zygmund ([56], (6.3)) for Had amard se t s . 
A.4. 
'fhere are several generalisations of arithmetic thinn ess per se , but 
these apply mainly to locally compact abelian groups. Other generalisati ons 
similar to weighted Sidon sets are: topological and discret e Sidon se t s 
[ 3 7] ; s and S * sets [ 7] ; Fatou-Zygrnund se t s [ 18] ; central Sidon p,q p ,q 
and /\ (p) sets [ 39] ; p-S iJon sets [ 1 9] ; V-Sidon se ts [ 5 2 ] ; (~C TJ, U( TJJ 
sets [ 2 0] ; and Riesz sets [ 38] . 
A.5. 
The summation condition ~:;tO ln-af(n)SI was first considered by 
Hardy and Littlewood in [28]. Their results imply that if 
f E n { LP ( T) : 1 s p < 00 } then ~;to In -af (n) SI < 00 \vhenever S :::: 2 and 
a:::: 0 or Os S < 2 and a> 1 - S/2 , and may be infinite otherwise. 
A.6. 
It appears in [56] (p. 214, 215) that for each p > 2 , 
whenever a> 0 . So does: wF E L1(T) A , V w E ~ implies FE z2cz) 
This latter result was transferred to compact abelian groups by 
He 1 gas on ( [ 3 0] ) \-v ho act u a 11 y showed wF E L 1 ( C) A , V w E TX imp l i e s 
FE Z
2(X) . Grothendieck ([26], p. 90), by a method not dependent on T, 
improved to ~ . 
Edwards [13] replaced L1(G) by M(G) and proved the bad behaviour 
result summarised in 6.0. 
Gaudry [25] specialised to ordered duals and showed: if 
x+ 
V w E {±1} (he 
actually requires slightly less than all w E ~ ); and Fournier ([23] and 
[24]) has obtained Gaudry's result when the dual is merely partially 
ordered. 
Changing signs results hav e also been considered for compact groups, 
by Figa-Talamanca and Rider in (21] and [22]. 
A. 7. 
In (29] Hardy and Littlewood define g to be an exact majorant of f 
in Lp(T) iff f, g E Lp(T) and Iii = g . Consequently 2.24 may be 
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rephrased: c.o 6 1s W-Si<lon iff V f E L~(G) , T f has an exact maJorant 1 w 
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